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Abstract 
 




 Ceramic barrier filtration is a leading technology employed in hot gas filtration. 
The deposited ash on these filters is removed by a process known as surface regeneration. 
The objective of this research has been to utilize the room temperature testing facility 
(RTTF), to study the surface regeneration process at room temperature. The face velocity 
of the fluidized gas, the regeneration pressure of the back pulse and the time to build up 
ash on the surface of the candle filter were identified as the important parameters to be 
studied. Two types of ceramic candle filters were used in the study. The candle filters 
were subjected to several cycles of ash build-up followed by surface regeneration, under 
different parametric conditions. Effects of each of the parameters on the performance of 
the regeneration process, and a comparative study between the two candle filters are 
presented. 
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1.0  Introduction 
Coal reserves are abundant and an effective long-term usage of coal is 
strategically critical to energy security and global economics. The production of 
electricity from coal must however be accomplished as efficiently and cleanly as 
possible. Unlike the combustion of clean fuels, such as distillate oil and natural gas, coal 
combustion and gasification can produce significant amounts of particulate and release 
high levels of sulfur, nitrogen, and alkali. A new generation of "ultra-clean high 
efficiency" systems have significantly reduced the amount of the pollutants associated 
with coal fired plants built before 1970s.  
Integrated gasification combined-cycle (IGCC) and pressurized fluidized-bed 
combustion (PFBC) are two examples of types of new-generation advanced coal fired 
power plants. Both of these power systems have demonstrated the ability to surpass 
existing new source performance standards, in some case by orders of magnitude, for all 
criterion pollutants. In these advanced power plants, the gas stream from the combusted 
coal drives a high efficiency gas turbine, and the steam generated from the heat of 
reaction drives a steam turbine.  Therefore, for these systems, it is necessary to produce 
an acceptable environment for the high temperature turbine. 
In IGCC systems (Figure 1.0.a), fuel gas, which is composed of hydrogen and 
carbon oxides, is generated in a gasifier by coal reacting with steam and air or oxygen. 
The pressurized gas is then cleaned and fed to a high-efficiency combustion gas 
turbine/generator. The gas clean up temperatures in this system are usually lower, 325 to 
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650 oC (about 600 to 1200 oF). The hot turbine exhaust produces steam to drive a steam 
turbine/generator. In a PFBC system (Figure 1.0.b) jets of air in a fluidized bed suspend a 
mixture of the coal and limestone or dolomite during combustion, converting the mixture 
into a suspension of red-hot particles that flow like a fluid. The limestone captures sulfur 
Figure 1.0.a 
Schematic representation of IGCC system [5] 
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oxides that are released by the burning coal. The gas clean up temperatures are higher 
compared to the IGCC and are in the range of 815 to 871 oC (about 1500 to 1600 oF). 
 
 
In these plants, coal-derived gases are cleaned prior to or during combustion at 
elevated pressures and temperatures, which makes them compatible with gas turbine 
power generation systems. These advanced coal based power generation systems require 
efficient hot-gas cleanup systems to protect the gas turbine and to control emissions. 
"Hot-gas cleanup improves overall system efficiency by as much as three percentages" 
[5]. 
Rotating and stationary airfoils in the hot-gas path are the parts of the gas turbine 
most sensitive to contaminants. To protect these airfoils, hot-gas cleanup systems for 
Figure 1.0.b 
Schematic representation of PFBC system [20] 
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IGCC and PFBC power generation systems must clean the raw gas to certain levels 
(Table 1.0.a). The following have been identified as the major factors that affect the 
airfoils in the hot-gas path: 
Deposition:  Accumulation of small particles on airfoil surfaces. The more the number 
of particles, the more are the chances of deposition. 
Erosion:  Rapid wear of turbine airfoils due to particulates. If too many larger 
particles enter the turbine, erosion will be heavy. 
Corrosion:  Rapid chemical attack of airfoil material after breakdown of surface 
coatings. [5] 
Therefore, removal of particles in the gas stream is a necessary condition for the 
new power plants to be successful.  
Numerous methods for achieving hot-gas particulate removal at high temperature 
and pressure are emerging. The leading technology for particle removal is the ceramic 
barrier filter, with a variety of ceramic filter element forms, (like ceramic candle, cross-
flow, tube, or bag filter elements). 
 
 
Concern     Particulate Limits 
 
Erosion All particles with less than 10 micron diameters, with 90% less than 5 
microns 
 
Deposition   Less than 100 parts per million weight 
 
Corrosion Total alkali (sodium plus potassium) less than 20 parts per million 
weight 
 
Environmental 0.03 pound per MMBtu, higher heating value 
Table 1.0.a 
Guidance for contaminants in gases from coal based 
combustion systems [5] 
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Ceramic barrier filters have emerged as the most promising choice for hot gas 
cleaning because of their resistance to attack by aggressive gases and their ability to 
withstand high temperatures up to 875 oC. "A recent survey of 34 organizations, 
including utilities, filter manufacturers, power generation system constructors, 
government agencies, universities and research institutes, indicated a 65% preference for 
high-temperature gas filtration technologies over conventional low-temperature 
separators"[7]. The performance of ceramic filters has been investigated extensively, and 
laboratory results have confirmed excellent particle collection and cake detachment at 
high temperatures. 
Although this technology shows a lot of promise, there are some problems that 
persist. During the filtration process an ash cake builds up on the surface of the candle 
filters, causing the pressure drop to increase. An excessive accumulation of the ash cake 
on the surface of the filter results in abnormal pressure drops and bridging. Bridging is 
defined as accumulation of ash that fill spaces between filters that can result in filter 
breakage. In the long run, ash accumulations reduce the performance of the hot gas 
filtration, and in turn the power plant. The filter medium is cleaned, by a pulse of 
compressed gas. The overall effort of this research, at West Virginia University, has been 
focused on the comprehensive understanding of the filter surface regeneration (cleaning) 
process. The specific problem to be addressed is to determine the optimum process 
conditions for filter regeneration, or cleaning.   
The final goal of this research program is to build a high temperature test facility 
(HTTF) to test candle filters in a high temperature environment that would operate in 
conditions close to the ones existing in power plants.  A room temperature testing facility 
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(RTTF) was initially built in order to gain valuable insights regarding: (1) the 
instrumentation for surface regeneration process, (2) the operational information that 
could be used for the high temperature system, (3) to correct or avoid any unforeseen 
problems in the high temperature system.  
The RTTF was built and instrumented to enable room temperature surface 
regeneration studies. The control features in the system allowed the operator to control 
important parameters in the regeneration process, such as flow rates and back pulse 
pressure and duration. The PC-based data acquisition system allowed the synchronization 
of the controls and various sensors to collect useful pressure data associated with the 
surface regeneration process. An optical/imaging system was developed in order to obtain 
high resolution images during the surface regeneration process. The optical system has 
been integrated with the PC-based data acquisition system to coordinate the surface 
regeneration process with the imaging system. 
The data obtained was useful  
a) in determining the strength of the ash layer under different parametric conditions, 
b) in obtaining the images of the surface regeneration process.  
 
1.1  Objectives  
 The objective of this study is to develop a comprehensive understanding of the 
ceramic candle filter surface regeneration process under room temperature conditions. In 
particular the optimal conditions will be determined. The results from the room 




The parameters that affect the regeneration characteristics have been identified as, 
1) Regeneration pressure pulse 
2) Face velocity of build up air 
3) Time of ash layer build-up 
In order to achieve the objectives, based on the above parameters a test matrix 
was developed and a series of tests were performed using the RTTF. Two brands of 
filters, "Lanxide-PRD-66TM" and "Pall-442TTM", were used as the testing filters. In this 
thesis, the two filters, "Lanxide-PRD-66TM" and "Pall-442TTM", are referred to as 
"Lanxide" and "Pall" filters respectively. After a preliminary cycle of tests, a testing 
protocol was developed and implemented.  
The tests yielded pressure data and images of the surface regeneration process. 
The pressure data was used to obtain information regarding pressure drop during 
cleaning cycles, the pressure build-up in the chamber, the nature of regeneration, and the 
efficiency of cleaning process during the tests. The image data in addition helps us in 






2.0 Hot gas filtration 
Advanced coal power generation systems utilize combined cycle technology to 
achieve high thermal efficiency. Higher thermal efficiencies are achieved by operating a 
gas turbine (on the combustion gases) in addition to the conventional steam turbine, for 
power generation. IGCC and PFBC are two examples of such advanced power generating 
systems. These systems are widely anticipated as future technologies to produce 
electricity from coal [7]. 
The requirements placed on a hot gas cleaning system primarily relate to meeting 
environmental emission regulations for the power plant and satisfying turbine protection 
standards. "The dust emission limits required by environmental legislation vary from 
country to country, but a figure of less than 20ppmw is a reasonable guideline" [23]. 
Turbine protection standards that have been developed by the vendors usually do not 
allow any particle greater than 20µm diameter, and set restrictions on particle loading in 
the 0-20µm range. [16] 
High operating temperatures and fuel gas characteristics impose additional 
conditions in the design of hot gas filtration systems. To maintain a high thermal 
efficiency, the gas cleaning should be carried out at a high temperature. For PFBC system 
hot gas clean up must be accomplished at 700-850 oC at pressures between 7-15 atm. The 
hot gas filtration system for IGCC  should operate at a temperature of 350 oC at the least. 
Long term durability, alkali corrosion, cleanability, brittle failure, thermal shock and 
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particulate penetration into filter media have been recognized as major concerns related 
















Schematic of advanced coal based power system with hot gas filtration [22] 
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Different types of particulate collection devices are being developed for 
application in advanced power generating systems. Some of the more prominent ones are: 
• High performance mechanical collectors 
• High efficiency barrier filtration filters 
1. bag filters 
2. ceramic candle filters 
3. ceramic cross flow filters 
4. metal candle filters 
• Electrostatic precipitators 
• Sonic agglomerators ahead of mechanical collectors 
• Electrostatic agglomerators ahead of mechanical collectors [17]. 
An investigation on cleanability factors of ceramic candle filters, forms the basis 
of this study, hence only ceramic candle filters will be reviewed in this chapter. 
2.1 Ceramic candle filters 
 Ceramic candle filters have emerged as one of the most promising hot gas 
filtration devices. Candle filters are usually long porous cylinders closed at one end and 
open at the other end. The open end is usually flanged to allow the mounting of the 
candle on a tube sheet plate. They are rigid with pore sizes ranging between 5 and 100 
microns. Filters tested in this study are about 0.5 m long, 60 mm outer diameter and 10 
mm wall thickness. Most filters used in industry are about 1.5 m long, 60 mm outer 
diameter and 10-15 mm wall thickness. [21,23] 
 The candle filters are formed from ceramic particles or fibers bundled with both 
organic and inorganic binders. Materials such as alumina/mullite, cordierite, 
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aluminosilicate foam, clay bonded silicon carbide, bonded or sintered silicon nitride, and 
cordierite-silicon nitride are used in these porous candle filters [14].  The filters are 
essentially stable at high temperatures and are not damaged by spark or incandescent 
particles.  The filters have been found to withstand high temperatures of up to 1000 oC. A 
further characteristic of the ceramic structure is that filters are relatively inert to attack 






Ceramic candle filter and mounting system [20] 
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"Previously, ceramics were thought to be the only materials suitable for use under 
PFBC conditions, but metals are now being considered for two reasons: 1) advancements 
have been made in processing methods from corrosion resistant alloys, allowing them to 
be fabricated into metal filter media, 2) lower hot gas filter temperatures, associated with 
second generation PFBC are being considered that will provide lower-risk entry 







Hot gas filtration using candle filters [22] 
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The filter medium is designed to act as a surface filter so that dust is deposited on 
the outer candle surface and builds up into a cake. During filtration an ash cake develops 
on the surface of the candle filter and a linear increase in the pressure drop between the 
outer surface and the inside of the candle filter, have been observed [13]. The usefulness 
of filter in practice does not only depend on the cleaning efficiency by which it removes 
the incoming particles from the gas. This efficiency is very close to 100% for all but the 
most demanding applications. It depends to a much greater extent on its long-term 
pressure drop history. In order to maintain an acceptable total pressure drop across the 
filter, a reverse pulse removes the cake periodically. It is intended that the detached dust 
cakes then falls off into a collection bin, and the filter returns to a state approaching its 
original condition. This process of removing the cake from the filter surface by the 
reverse pulse has been termed as "surface regeneration". [11,13] 
 
2.1.1 Candle filter failures 
Ceramic candle filter systems have been observed to perform unsatisfactorily and 
even fail during operation. A progressive weakening of the candles has been cited as a 
concern in the Grimethorpe PFBC facility. The mechanism of which has not been fully 
identified. It has been suggested that improvement on the bond material and variation in 
the silicon carbide grit size could improve its physical properties. [20] 
Mounting systems instability, distortion in the tube sheet holding the candle 
filters, thermal expansion and creep in the header sheet and mechanical shock due to the 
pulse jet have caused failures in the filter system. Thermal shock effects due to the cold 
air impingement during pulsed jet cleaning cycles have also been observed. [17,20] 
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Ash accumulation and bridging around the filter elements was a problem 
experienced at Grimethorpe PFBC testing facility. The problem was not solved 
adequately and was probably due to combination of effects involving ineffective 
cleaning, ineffective dust shedding form the body of the elements and insufficient 
element separation. The elements showed a tendency to bend. This is believed to be due 
to a combination of the earlier problem, ash accumulation around the elements, and 
pulsing. [20,23] 
 
2.2 Surface regeneration 
Pulse cleaning of rigid ceramic filter elements requires that the dust cake be 
dislodged from the outside surface. To apply an outward radial force to the dust cake the 
pressure drop during filtration has to be neutralized. Internal stress is applied to the dust 
layer and a pressure drop across the filter and the dust cake is built up by a sudden 
reverse flow. [11,12,13] 
Ideally upon the application of reverse pressure pulse, the ash cake should 
dislodge completely from the filter. The most common of all the assumptions in the 
problem of cake detachment is that the dust cake detaches from the filter medium, when 
it experiences a tensile stress sufficient to overcome either the strength of the adhesive 
bond between the cake and the medium or the internal cohesion of the cake. In theory, as 
soon as the strength of this adhesive or cohesive bond is exceeded, the cake detaches 
everywhere simultaneously. [11,12,13] 
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  When a reverse flow of cleaning gas is imposed, there will be a total pressure 
difference across the medium plus the cake, ∆PT.  However, only part of this pressure 
difference, ∆PC, acts across the filter cake and it is shown that, 
∆PC/∆PT = RC/ RC+RM 
Where RC and RM, are the resistance to flow (pressure difference divided by face 
velocity) of the cake and the medium, respectively. The total resistance (RC+RM) can be 
obtained from the pressure drop at a given flow rate immediately prior to cleaning, while 






Pressure distribution in medium and cake during reverse flow [11] 
(filter) 
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In practice, however, neither the adhesive/cohesive cake strength nor the applied 
stress is uniform across the filter surface, so "patchy" cleaning is often the result. It has 
also been observed that the dislodgment of the dust layer does not occur directly at the 
interface between the filter element surface and dust cake, but somewhere inside the dust 
layer itself. This leaves a thin layer of dust that remains on the surface (after cleaning) 
and is termed as the residual layer. The layer of ash that builds on top of the residual 
layer and dislodges when reverse pulse is applied is called as the temporary layer. The 
sum of pressure drop due to the residual ash layer and the pressure drop of the medium is 
termed as the baseline pressure. This is pressure drop after all the elements are cleaned 
and is dependent on a large set of parameters, mainly the interaction of the dust cake with 
the filter element surface and the residual dust layer permeability. 
 
 Figure 2.2.2 
Filtration model [11] 
(Filter) 
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During filtration, the pressure drop increases linearly [13]. With a sufficiently 
strong pulse the entire dust layer accumulated can be removed. Experiments show that a 
specific threshold pulse is necessary to achieve cleaning at certain operating conditions. 
Pulse pressures below this threshold fail to remove any dust cake. This results in a 
permanent building of the dust layer. The pressure generated by a pulse inside the filter 





In repeated cycles of filtration and cleaning, pulse pressures slightly above 
threshold pressure seem to provide sufficient cleaning. Since, the amount of dust settling 
on the surface is larger than the dust removed from surface by the cleaning pulse, an 
increasing residual layer occurs. This in turn causes increased pressure drop, as depicted 
in the "unstable filter cleaning" region of Figure 2.2.3. If the pulse pressure is not 
Figure 2.2.3 
Filtration model [13] 
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increased at this point, the operation turns into a failure as shown in the right hand section 
of the Figure 2.2.3.  
Stringer and Leitch showed that in the cleaning operation, the desirable situation 
is for the cake to fracture within the cake itself, leaving a thin layer of residual dust. They 
suggest that this is the best way to operate because the filter/dust cake interface is stable 
since further impregnation does not occur. For a long-term stable operation of the filter 
element, successful pulse cleaning of the filter is essential. The baseline pressure drop 
should not keep increasing with time and completely resist the cleaning pulse process. 
[20] 
 
2.2.1 Pressure Histories during surface regeneration 
The pressure histories for the filter and chamber observed during surface 
regeneration illustrate an important factor in the analysis of cleaning process. 
Measurements of transient pressure differences in the candle filters have been carried out 
experimentally by a number of researchers. 
Laux et al, at the Aachen University of Technology-Germany, experimentally 
recorded the pressure histories while testing a cold filter element. The transient pressure 
values measured, by Laux et al at the center of the element are shown in Figure 2.2.4. All 
the pressure pulse settings employed in their tests, reversed the pressure differential 
across the filter. It can be seen that a 2 bar pulse generates only little over-pressure, 
relative to the 6 bar pulse. [13] 
Berbner and Loffler obtained pressure traces during regeneration at the University 





Transient pressure across the filter element during pulse 
- for different pulse pressure[11] 
Figure 2.2.5 
Transient pressure across the filter element during pulse 







Transient pressure across the filter element during pulse, along the 
length of the filter[2] 
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also for different lengths along the candle filter element, under ambient conditions. The 
valve opening time did not seem to have any significant influence over the pressure peaks 
in the filter element (Figure 2.2.5). The cleaning jet was loosing energy progressively as 
it traveled along the filter length and the time the peak pressure occurred lagged relative 
to the top of the filter. [2] 
Zhongli Ji et al measured the transient pressures in a three-filter system. They 
have examined the effect of reservoir pressure on the transient pressure in the filter 
element. The pressure transducer was mounted on the inner surface of the candle filter to 
measure the transient pressure (Figure 2.2.7). [8]  
They divide the whole transient pressure pulse into three parts: 1) zero (gauge) 
pressure part, 2) positive (gauge) pressure part and 3) negative (gauge) pressure part. In 
the first part, the pressure in the filter element is zero, and this corresponds to the delay 
time just before pulse jet is activated. In the second part, is the positive pressure pulse 
that generates the reverse pulse flow to dislodge the dust cake on the surface of the filter 
element to perform the pulse jet cleaning. In the third part, having longer acting time, the 
authors defined this as the "interim process" between the pulse-jet cleaning and normal 
filtration in which the transient pressure inside the filter element is much lower than the 
outside of the filter element. The interim process may cause a fraction of particles 
removed to re-deposit on the candle surface. Especially smaller particles with lesser 
inertia are easily re-deposited to form a thin and dense layer on the filter, thus increasing 
the residual pressure drop across the filter. This process of re-deposition of small particles 
during the interim process has been termed as the re-entrainment process. The study on 
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the interim process may have very important effects on the long-term stable operation of 






2.2.2 Surface Regeneration Efficiencies 
Different methods have been employed to calculate the efficiency of the cleaning 
process. The efficiency discussed here relates to how well the filter is cleaned during the 
surface regeneration process. 
Berbner and Loffler [2] have proposed a method to calculate the efficiency, by 
calculating the ratio of the removed to the remaining dust fraction between two 
successive pressure pulses. This efficiency is termed as the incremental efficiency, R:  
Figure 2.2.7 
Transient pressure across the filter element during pulse, 
- for the different pulse pressures [8] 
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Where: WE,i = Incremental areal dust density just before cleaning process 
WR,i = Incremental areal dust density just after cleaning process 
i = sample location on the candle filter  
Chiang [4] presented a residual pressure drop formulation γ, this γ fraction 
represents the residual filter pressure drop when filtration occurs cyclically. Where   
 
∆Pfinal = Pressure drop across the candle filter just after cleaning process 
 ∆Pinitial = Pressure drop across the candle filter just before cleaning process 
 ∆Pclean = Pressure drop across the candle filter with no ash [4]. 
When comparing tests with the same face velocity, the pressure drop caused by the ash 
can be used as an indication of how much ash is on the filter.  Simple algebraic 
manipulation leads to: 
 
This efficiency is the change in pressure drop caused by the removal of ash divided by 





















The efficiency η is good for comparing results within a certain ash build-up 
thickness, i.e. comparing thick ash results to thick ash results, or thin ash results to thin 
ash results.  However, when comparing thin ash results to thick ash results this efficiency 
was found to be misleading. [24]  
A new variable, φ, was introduced to compare the thin ash tests to the thick  ash 
tests.  Using the equation: 
 
Where δ1 is the ash thickness for a thick ash and δ2 is the ash thickness for a thin 
ash. The only independent variable being changed in these tests is the ash thickness.  The 
other variables were kept constant. [24]  
 
2.3 Factors influencing surface regeneration process 
 The cleaning process of candle filter system is affected by a number of factors. It 
can be broadly categorized based on the filter system design, the filter element properties, 
ash properties and surface regeneration characteristics. The filter system design factors 
include the pulse jet delivery system, the filter arrangements, nozzle design, etc. The 
filter properties that affect the cleaning process include the filter material, strength, 
porosity, surface characteristics, and the shape. Ash properties are characterized by the 
chemical composition, interaction with the filter material, size and filtration 
characteristics. The surface regeneration characteristics deal with the effect of reservoir 











characteristics. For a successful and optimal cleaning system, all the factors mentioned 
above needs to be assessed and optimized in a holistic manner.  
In order to obtain optimal conditions of pulse jet cleaning for a given filter system 
with the same filter and same ash it is important to study the effect of surface 
regeneration parameters. Mechanism of residual ash growth and ash re-entrainment can 
be studied and correlated to the change of surface regeneration characteristics.  
 
a) Cake thickness and detachment 
A thicker dust cake brings about a better cleaning. In thicker dust cakes, the 
jetting gas is less likely to escape in large quantities through cracks, thus an uniform 
regeneration distribution is achieved. Although a higher pressure drop is observed, the 
cleaning is found to be more efficient. The cake detaches as thicker pieces and fall with 
less fine dust, reducing chances of re-entrainment and brings about an improvement in 
cleaning. It has been observed that for thin filter cakes, the residual pressure drop 
increases rapidly. [3]  
 
b) Cleaning time interval 
The cleaning time interval is the filtration period when ash cake growth occurs, 
and will be referred to as build-up time. If the cake is allowed to grow for a longer period, 
the average pressure drop across the filter unit increases, but there are two 
counterbalancing effects on the cake removal process itself. Firstly, less pressurized 
cleaning gas is required if the filter is cleaned less often. Secondly, provided that the cake 
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removal stress is not affected by the increased cake thickness, less cleaning flow is 
required at each cleaning event. 
 
 c) Filtration velocity 
A high filtration velocity results in a dense dust cake, therefore the removal of a 
dust cake at high filtration velocity is more difficult than that collected at a lower 
filtration velocity. Filtering at higher face velocity is marked with high residual pressure 
and extremely reduced cycle times. Also if the dust loading is low for a given filtration 
velocity, then the pressure drop will be lower. [3,9,12] 
 
d) Regeneration pressure 
Cleaning efficiency is found to increase with increasing pulse reservoir pressure 
or the regeneration pulse pressure. A higher regeneration pulse pressure imparts a higher 
stress on the ash cake. An extended regeneration pressure pulse duration does not seem to 
have an effect on the cleaning. It has been concluded that an increase in the reservoir 
pressure is more effective than to extend the valve opening time. [3,9,11,12,13] 
 
e) Particle properties 
The particle sizes and their distribution along with the material composition play a 
very important role in the filtration and surface regeneration properties. The role played 
by particle size and distribution will be discussed in detail assuming a constant chemical 
composition. Cake detachment stress decreases strongly with increase in particle size 
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[12]. Smaller particles have a greater tendency to be re-entrained immediately after the 
surface regeneration. [3,8] 
 Investigations have been undertaken to study the possibility of sintering of ash 
particles to the filter surface under high process temperatures. Sintering on the surface 
increases the pressure drop and may eventually lead to the system breakdown. Ash 
particles sinter by viscous flow mechanism. The rate of sintering for different sizes of 
particles for a given viscosity (108 Nsm-2) has been plotted in Figure 2.3.1 [18]. It is 
obvious from the plot the sintering rate is higher for smaller particles. A study on particle 






Sintering rate for different particle sizes [18] 
A  0.05 micron
B  0.50 micron
C  5.00 micron
D  50.0 micron
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f) Filter porosity 
Filter porosity or permeability strongly influences cleaning efficiency. A higher 
permeability filter offers a higher cleaning efficiency. Cleaning air easily flows through 
the filter medium and enhances the cake dislodgment.  The pressure pulse profile also 
differs with the porosity of the filter. [9] 
 
g) Operating temperature 
The surface forces, which bind the ash cake together alters with temperature. The 
operating temperatures have a strong effect on cake detachment stress. The mechanism of 
cake detachment however is same at all temperatures. [2,3] 
 
2.4 Imaging the surface regeneration process 
Observing the cleaning process and simultaneously measuring the pressure 
histories in the filter during the cleaning process, helps in obtaining several important 
information regarding the regeneration. A correlation can be established between the 
observed phenomena and the pressures developed. For example the crack initiation time 
can be matched with the pressure drop across the filter element. Video observations have 
been used to study the surface quality after regeneration. Several research groups have 
used video observations to study the regeneration process.  
The particle sizes and distribution immediately on the application of the cleaning 
pulse has become a subject of interest because of the possible influence on the sintering 
of ash on filter surface. The more the smaller number of particles the higher the 
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probability of re-entrainment and faster the sintering rate. Imaging the surface 
regeneration event and analyzing the images can help in studying this mechanism in a 
better manner. 
Kanaoka et al [9] used a high-speed video camera to monitor the regeneration 
process.   The schematic of their experimental set up is shown in Figure 2.4.1. They used 
the imaging system to get images of the surface regeneration process. The images of the  
filter after the regeneration process were obtained to study the surface quality. 
Laux et al [11] used a solenoid valve triggered camera that captures a frame every 
20ms, to image the regeneration event and record it on a tape. Individual images (Figure 





Schematic of experimental system imaging the candle filter regeneration [9] 
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Christ et al [1] used video observations to analyze the pulse cleaning event on a 
flat filter specimen. The camera captured a frame every 20ms and they correlated the 
image with pressures obtained using a high speed pressure transducer. Crack initiation 
time was observed and correlated with the pressure conditions (Figure 2.4.3). The cracks 

























































Crack initiation time and its relation to the pressure inside the flat specimen (of 
candle filter), maximum ash thickness = 5 mm  [1] 
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Chapter 3 
Room Temperature Testing Facility 
3.0 Introduction 
A room temperature testing facility (RTTF) was built and instrumented to 
perform surface regeneration studies under ambient temperatures. The facility is designed 
to hold a single candle filter element (about 60 mm diameter and 0.5 m length). A brief 
introduction to the chamber and instrumentation used in RTTF is provided in this chapter. 
The optical system used to capture the images of the surface regeneration process in 
RTTF is then discussed. The program written in MATLAB to measure, count and 
classify ash particles based on its size is also described in this chapter. 
 
3.1 Chamber and instrumentation  
 The room temperature testing facility (RTTF) is primarily a square, airtight, 
chamber with a provision to house a candle filter (Figure 3.1.1). The room temperature 
chamber is made of aluminum and the chamber is divided into the cap region, chamber 
body and the bottom cone. The chamber is positioned on four steel legs. The chamber is 
12 inches square and 24 inches tall, and has glass windows on three of its walls. There is 
an air inlet/outlet on its fourth wall. The cap region houses the nozzle that injects the 
reverse pulse jet and the exhaust. A header sheet houses the filter and is bolted between 
the chamber and the cap flanges. The bottom cone holds the ash and air inlet jets to 
fluidize the ash during the filtration phase. A special attachment to fluidize the ash is 


























































Compressed air from a wall outlet (house gas) is regulated to fluidize the ash for a 
given flow condition. The filter collects the dust on its surface, as the air passes through 
the filter element, and escapes through the exhaust. A high-pressure dry nitrogen tank is 
used as a source to provide the reverse pulse jet and the regulator on the tank is used to 
obtain the desired regeneration pressure.  When the solenoid valve opens high pressure 
nitrogen passes through the velocity tube and solenoid valve before expanding through a 
nozzle into the chamber. The electrically operated solenoid valve was opened for a 0.3 
seconds period to provide a short high pressure cleaning pulse. There are vents on the cap 
and chamber, which were used to release the pressure differentials in the chamber and 
cap regions, and to maintain ambient pressure conditions. 
Pressure transducers located at the chamber, cap, exhaust, velocity tube and inside 
the filter (refer Figure 3.1.1) were used to sense the pressure histories during the filtration 
process (or the build up period) and during the surface regeneration process. The pressure 
histories were recorded using a PC based data acquisition system (data acquisition board: 
Microstar Laboratories DAP 5200a/526 with a 300 MHz and 32 MB RAM) to collect the 
data in real time.  A resolution of 0.00344 psi per division is obtained with this sensor-
data acquisition combination. The data acquisition board was also used to control the 
solenoid valve to open/close to enable the surface regeneration. A high resolution high 
speed Charge Coupled Device (CCD) camera (1024 x 1024 with 256 MB on-board 
memory) was used to capture images of the surface regeneration process. The data 
acquisition board was used to trigger this camera too. 
Two programs "calib.dap" and "fastak.dap" written in the data acquisition boards 
programming language have been used to record the data during build-up and 
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regeneration respectively. The filtration is a long and steady process without any sudden 
changes in the pressures, so a slower data acquisition rate sampled at every 0.25 second 
was used. The regeneration is a short process with sudden and large pressure variations, 
so a higher data acquisition rate sampled at the rate of 0.01 second during regeneration. 
 
3.2 Optical system 
An important objective of this project was to design an optical system to study the 
surface regeneration process, such as crack initiation time, type of regeneration and ash 
thickness. As discussed in Chapter 2, the study of particle size and distribution 
immediately after surface regeneration is very important. The two key components of the 
optical system are: 1) illumination, and 2) the imaging system. The objective in 
developing the optical system was to capture images in a vertical plane (radial plane) 
normal to the circumference of the candle filter. It is assumed that the effect of the 
reverse pulse jet is radially symmetric and thus this radial plane will serve as a 
representative plane. These images can be further processed to obtain the particle size, 
distributions and trajectories.  
3.2.1 Illumination 
Illumination or lighting is as important as the imaging system in designing the 
optical system. The performance of the imaging system is best when the illumination is 
evenly and brilliantly illuminated.  A parallel light source system was built using a 
cylindrical lens and a bright halogen lamp (white light). Light stops are provided to 
further direct the light as a thin parallel beam. This light beam is designed to illuminate 






























To Frame Grabber and Computer
Figure 3.2.1 
Schematic of optical system in RTTF 
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3.2.2 Imaging system  
 The imaging system consists of 1) a long distance microscope, 2) a high 
resolution & high speed camera and 3) an image acquisition board. The imaging system 
was designed to captured a 36 x 36 mm  region, with a partial view of the filter surface . 
This helped in observing the surface and its immediately surrounding regions during filter 
regeneration. 
 
1. Long distance microscope: 
The long distance microscope is capable of imaging the region of interest, which is at 
a distance with sufficient magnification and resolution, on the camera's sensor.  Infinity's 














Long distance microscope used in RTTF 
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2. CCD camera: 
The CCD camera used in this study is a commercially available model, XYBION 
CCD-70. The camera has 1024 x 1024 pixels, and can capture images at 30 frames per 
second. The camera can be configured to capture 1024 horizontal pixels and 512 vertical 
pixels at 60 frames per second. An image acquisition board is used to transfer the 
captured images to the computer. 
3. Image acquisition board: 
4MEG VIDEO Model 12 (manufactured by Epix Inc) was the image acquisition 
board used in the RTTF imaging system. A 12 MIPS TMS320C25 digital signal 
processor is used to accelerate image processing functions. Analog and digital inputs can 
be sampled at rates up to 50 MHz. The pixel clock can be selected from either the video 
camera (or other external source) or an onboard generator. In order to maintain pixel 
accuracy the video camera was chosen as the pixel source. The Model 12 can generate a 
variety of capture or display video formats including RS-170, CCIR, RS-330, and RS-
343, as well as nonstandard image formats as in the case of the RTTF's imaging system. 
An external TTL level trigger was used to initiate image sequence capture. The image 
acquisition board has been found to perform satisfactorily to capture the nonstandard 8 
bit gray level images (1024 x 512 pixels resolution @ 60 frames/sec). The current 
configuration allows us to capture 512 consecutive images. 
 
3.3 Particle counting program 
The size of the ash particles during regeneration and their distribution 
immediately after the regeneration with time is an important factor that needs to be 
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studied. This factor is studied because of small particle reentrainment and possible 
sintering during the regeneration process. The estimation of the sizes and calculation of 
time distribution was initially performed manually. The manual estimation was time 
consuming and tedious, and thus could have resulted in some inaccuracies and in 
consistencies in the result obtained.  
A program was developed using MATLABTM to enhance and process the images.   
The program assumes no two particles are overlapping each other and all particles are in 
the plane of focus. This helps us in obtaining a sufficiently accurate first estimate of the 
distribution. 
The first step in this process is to enhance the images in order to get a clear 
distinction between the particles and the images. Then the images were converted to a 
binary image in order to facilitate the counting of ash particles and estimate their size. A 
scanning and counting algorithm was developed to detect, determine the size and the 
distribution of particles. Once the particle was detected a “nearest neighborhood” 
technique was applied to estimate the number of pixels covered by the particle. Then by 
using the predetermined scaling factor, which gives the resolution of a pixel in a given 
image, the size of the particle is determined. Then the location of the particle and its size 




























Input Image file to be analyzed 
Enhance the image by inversion and threshold  
operation
Manually Input Region of Interest, 
threshold factor and pixel dimension 
Particle Detection 
 
Scanning each row for particles 
 
Count by nearest neighborhood  technique 
 










The program allows the user to estimate the size of the particle at a particular 
pixel coordinate, and offers flexibility to choose the size ranges for which the 
distributions are needed, and in choosing the Region of Interest (ROI).  
The accuracy of the results obtained through this program was first verified by 
using synthetic images generated for the purpose. The program was then tested on images 
obtained during the regeneration process. The results were then compared with result 
obtained by manual estimation. A sample comparative result table is presented in the 
Figure 3.4.2 
Image scanning for particle size / distribution estimation by the  
particle counting program
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Table 3.4.1. The standard deviation of the error percentage was to be less than 10% on an 
average.  
The program is more reliable because, the results obtained when tested on 
synthetic images were very accurate. The error when the results were compared with 
manual estimation can be attributed to the fact that the manual counting of the particles is 
tedious and inconsistent (a perceptional variance on how many pixels a particle occupies 
is natural), and hence error prone. The program is more consistent since the rules are well 
defined. Also it is fast and less time consuming when compared to the manual estimation, 

















Chapter 4  
Room Temperature Tests 
4.0 Introduction 
Room temperature tests were performed on the candle filter(s) using the RTTF. 
The testing facility was primarily utilized to study the effects of different regeneration 
parameters on the performance of candle filters. A description of the long term tests and 
related testing matrix is provided in this chapter.  The pressure drop across the filter was 
measured for different face velocities, for clean air through a clean filter. This gives us 
the resistance (a permeability measure) offered to the flow by the filter material. A 
description of these tests is also provided in this section.  
 
4.1  Tests performed to evaluate the effect of regeneration parameters 
As mentioned in the introduction, the objective was to study the influence of the 
following surface regeneration parameters, 1) effect of regeneration pressure, 2) effect of 
face velocity, and 3) effect of build-up time, on the surface regeneration process. Each 
test has two phases: a) the ash build-up phase and b) the regeneration phase. During the 
build-up phase, ash is fluidized in air and passed through the filter, the ash collects on the 
filter surface while the air passes through the filter. The velocity of the fluidizing air is 
described in terms of the face velocity. The higher the face velocity, the stronger is the 
ash cake. Also, it is expected that more ash will be fluidized and deposited with a higher 
face velocity, for the same period of time, compared to a lower face velocity. A longer 
build-up phase causes more ash deposit and hence a thicker ash. During the regeneration 
phase, a reverse regeneration pulse flows through the ash build-up for a very short period 
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of time. This reverse flow produces the tensile force to dislodge the ash cake.  It is 
expected that a higher regeneration pressure causes a higher tensile force and hence 
results in a better clean up of the filter surface. The build-up face velocity contributes to 
the chamber pressure during surface regeneration phase and resists the regeneration 
pulse.  
 
4.1.1  Testing procedure 
 As mentioned earlier, a room temperature surface regeneration test consisted of 
two phases, a) the build-up phase and b) the regeneration phase. A description of both the 
phases is provided in this section with the help of Figures 4.1.1 and 4.1.2.   
The filter was installed and the ash hopper was filled with ash obtained from 
Wilsonville power plant.  The ash hopper valve and the exhaust were then turned open. 
The side valve and the cap vent valve were closed. The solenoid valve used for the 
pressure pulse is also closed. This is done so that the air entering the chamber through the 
ash hopper fluidizes the ash, pass through the filter and finally flows out through the 
exhaust. The pressure regulator and the flow meter are set to obtain the required face 
velocity. The window shields are closed so that the fluidizing stream does not deposit ash 
on the window. 
The data acquisition program "calib.dap" is then turned on, to record data from all 
the pressure transducers, sampled every 0.25 seconds. The valves are left open for a 
period of two minutes so that all the sensors read the atmospheric pressure. Then the 
valves are set as described in the earlier paragraph (Figure 4.1.1) and the compressed air 
outlet is turned on. This fluidizes the ash and the filtration process starts. The duration of 
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the build-up is determined by the test conditions. At the end of the specified time period 
the air outlet valve is turned off. Then all the valves are turned open and exhaust closed 
so that the chamber, filter and cap are have uniform atmospheric pressure. The data 
acquisition program "calib.dap" is then stopped. 
The filter is now coated with an ash layer. The window shields are now opened 
and the windows are cleaned of any ash/dust, to aid the imaging process. The 
illumination devices are switched on and optical alignment checked. The camera and 
image acquisition board are configured to capture images on a trigger from the data 
acquisition board. The hose that was initially connected to the ash hopper valve (at the 
bottom of the chamber), is now connected to the valve on the side of chamber. This is 
done to prevent the ash from fluidizing and hinder the image acquisition process. The 
nitrogen tank that provides the regeneration pulse is turned on to the required pressure. 
The side and exhaust valves were turned open. The ash hopper and the cap vent valves 
were closed. The solenoid valve is configured to open only for a period of 0.3 seconds, 
by a trigger from the data acquisition board. Fig. 4.2 shows a schematic sketch of the 
regeneration process.  
The compressed air outlet valve is turned on. The air now flows through the side 
inlet of the chamber, then passes through the filter and then flows out through the 
exhaust. The illumination is turned on, then camera alignment and focus adjusted. The 
data acquisition program for regeneration "fastak.dap" is started. This program triggers 
the imaging board to capture images and after 0.1 sec opens the solenoid valve for a 
period of 0.3 seconds. This program records pressure from all the pressure transducers 
every 0.01 seconds. High-pressure nitrogen flows through the solenoid valve and the 
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injector nozzle and flows through the filter from inside to the outset. This dislodges the 
ash cake.  The data acquisition program is stopped after a couple of minutes. The 
nitrogen tank valve and the wall outlets are then closed. The system is then prepared for 
the next test. 
The ash on the filter can be disturbed easily by mechanical forces. Therefore care 
is taken when opening the valves, window shields etc. It is difficult to keep the amount of 
fluidized ash a constant because the ash tends to stick to the walls.   Therefore between 
tests the walls are gently cleaned with a brush. When cleaning the windows and the 
chamber walls the exhaust airflow is maintained so that the pressure drop across the filter 
aids in keeping the ash on the filter.   
 
4.1.2  Testing matrix 
 The objective of performing the tests was to evaluate the performance of 
the candle filter under different testing conditions. The independent parameters employed 
in this study were 1) the regeneration pressure of the pulse jet, 2) the face velocity of the 
air passing through the filter depositing ash on the filter surface, and 3) the ash build-up 
time. The candle filter was subjected to repeated cycles of build-up and regeneration 
under varying parametric conditions. These tests are termed as the "Long Term Tests".  
A thorough study was performed by repeated single cycle and multi cycle tests to 
1) develop an understanding of the variables measured as well as controlled, and 2) to 
avoid any unforeseen problems that may affect the long term test results. Such a study 
eliminated what could have been an additional variable. A detailed description of this 
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study on the effect of the nitrogen tank pressure (or the "reservoir" pressure) is described 
in Chapter 5. 
The room temperature test matrix was built based on the three regeneration 
parameters. A fundamental or base test condition was chosen with 95 psi regeneration 
pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity and 20 min build-up time. Based on this testing condition 
other conditions were formed varying the values of only one parameter at a time and the 
effect of each variable observed. The different regeneration pressures employed were 80 
psi, 95 psi, 120 psi and 145 psi. The face velocities were 3cm/s, 5cm/s and 7cm/s . The 
build-up time selected was 10 min, 20 min, 45 min and 90 min. Thus 9 testing conditions 
were obtained for Lanxide filter and shown in Table 4.1.1. 
Similar tests were performed on the Pall filter, for a comparative study with the 
Lanxide filter. High face velocity (7 cm/s), longer build-up time (45 min and 90 min) and 
lower regeneration pressure (80 psi) will cause difficulties in the regeneration process. 
The base test condition along with the four conditions, which will cause difficulties in 
regeneration, formed the 5 testing conditions for the Pall filter (ref Table 4.1.2). 
 
4.2  Pressure drop across a clean filter for varying face velocities 
The filters were tested without ash fluidization to measure the pressure drop 
across a clean filter as a function of face velocity (Figure 4.2.1). In these tests the 
regeneration pulse was not employed, only the fluidizing air was used. The valve on the 
side of chamber and the exhaust valves were the only valves opened on the chamber. The 
bottom ash hopper, the vents and the pulse jet valves were closed. When the wall outlet 
was opened the build-up air flowed through the side valve, then through the filter and 
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flowed out through the exhaust. The pressure regulator and the flow meter are set to 
obtain the required face velocities. The steady state pressure drop was measured for each 
face velocity and time-averaged to obtain the pressure drop for a given face velocity. 
























 Schematic representation of build-up phase 
Build-up air flow direction 
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Figure 4.2.1  
















Base Condition - Lanxide Filter 
95 5 20 1 
Effect of Face Velocity – Lanxide Filter 
95 3 20 2 
95 7 20 3 
Effect of Regeneration Pressure – Lanxide Filter 
80 5 20 4 
120 5 20 5 
145 5 20 6 
Effect of Build-up Time – Lanxide Filter 
95 5 10 7 
95 5 90 9 
95 5 45 8 
Table 4.1.1  




































Effect of Face Velocity – Pall Filter 
95 5 20 1 
95 5 90 5 
Effect of Build-up Time – Pall Filter 
95 5 45 4 
95 7 20 2 
Effect of Reservoir Pressure – Pall Filter 
80 5 20 3 
Base Condition - Pall Filter 
Table 4.1.2.  
Room temperature test matrix for Pall filter 
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Chapter 5 
Influence of Reservoir Pressure on Surface Regeneration in RTTF 
5.0 Introduction 
 The parameters included in the study of regeneration process for a given candle 
filter are the regeneration pressure, the filtration velocity or face velocity and the build-up 
time. While performing cycles of test on filters to study the surface regeneration process, 
the reservoir pressure was found to act as a variable. The study performed to understand 
the influence of reservoir pressure on surface regeneration in RTTF is discussed in this 
chapter. 
 
5.1 Reservoir pressure  
A commercially available high-pressure nitrogen tank/bottle stores and supplies 
the high-pressured gas required for the surface regeneration process. A pressure gauge on 
the tank reads the pressure of the compressed Nitrogen in the bottle. The full capacity of 
these tanks when full is about 2300-psig.  A pressure regulator with a pressure gauge is 
used to obtain the desired regeneration pressure (the pressure at which reverse pulse is 
supplied e.g. 80 psig, 95 psig etc) during the tests. The high-pressure nitrogen passes 
through the regulator, a velocity tube and a solenoid valve before it is injected into the 
chamber. The solenoid valve is activated using a timed pulse from the data acquisition 
board. The valve opens for a 0.3 second period, for the regeneration to occur. A pressure 
transducer on the velocity tube measures the pressure profile of the reverse pulse gas, 
during surface regeneration. During the tests care was also taken to open the outlet valve 
by the same amount to maintain uniformity. The tanks were dispensed after the pressure 
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in the tank reached below 1000 psig.  The reason for operating the reservoir at pressures 
between 1000 psig and 2300 psig was that, the pressures were assumed to be sufficiently 















5.2 Influence of reservoir pressure 
All experiments were performed based on this assumption. From the tests 
performed on Lanxide filter and Pall filter, for parametric conditions of 5cm/s-face 
velocity, 95 psig Reservoir pressure and 20 minutes build-up time, Pall filter's 
performance was better. That is the pulse jet cleaned the Pall filter more efficiently with 












Valve Pressure transducer 
 to DAQ system 
Figure 5.1.1 
Schematic of reverse pulse gas flow 
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It was then decided to compare the filters for parametric conditions of 7cm/s-face 
velocity, 95 psig Reservoir pressure and 20 minutes build up time. Lanxide filter had 
stopped regenerating after 11 cycles, due to residual ash build up resulting in large 
pressure drops. Pall filter was expected to run for longer cycles before it stopped 
regenerating.  But even during the first cycle of testing, the Pall filter failed to regenerate. 
The pressure in the tank (reservoir pressure) was 1200 psig during this test. In order to 
make it regenerate the outlet valve was opened much more than the usual amount, but 
this also does not seem to help the filter to regenerate. The old nitrogen tank was then 
replaced with a new one (with a reservoir pressure of about 2300-psig) and the testing 
recommenced. This cycle of testing continued for 19 cycles, before the filter stopped 
regenerating due to residual ash build up causing a large pressure drop. 
The above observation suggested that the reservoir pressure could have an effect 
on the regeneration process. A study was therefore undertaken to study the possible effect 
of reservoir pressure on the regeneration process in RTTF. 
 
5.3 Experiment 
In order to study the effect of reservoir pressure on the regeneration pulse, a small 
experiment was designed. The transducer in the velocity tube measures the pressure of 
the pulse jet. The pressure profiles as measured by the transducer were recorded for each 
of the regeneration pressures (80, 95, 120 & 145 psig), to study the effects of varying 
reservoir pressures from 700 psig to 2400 psig (in steps of 100 psig). Figures 5.3.1, 5.3.2, 
5.3.3 and 5.3.4 are the plots that show the variation in pressure profiles for varying 
reservoir pressures for 80, 95, 120 and 145 psig respectively. 
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5.4 Conclusion 
 The pulse jet profile was observed to have a steep fall when the solenoid valve 
was opened and then it was observed to increase with two different gradients: 1) a 
relatively slow increasing period when the solenoid valve was opened, from 0.06 to 0.43 
sec., and 2) a faster increasing period once the solenoid valve was shut till the steady state 
pressure was reached. The rate at which the first pressure gradient increased was found to 
vary with varying reservoir pressures. A higher reservoir pressure caused a steep rise 
while a lower reservoir pressure had a relatively lower gradient. In order to ensure that 
the reservoir pressure did not influence the testing and sufficient repeatability was 
ensured for testing cycles, it was decided to maintain the reservoir pressure between 1600 
psig and 2000 psig. The pressure slope during the first gradient phase did not differ 
significantly by a great extent in this range, and all tests henceforth were performed with 
the reservoir pressure between 1600 and 2000 psig.  
This phenomenon of the reservoir pressure, which affected the surface 
cleaning/regeneration of the candle filter, may be unique to the RTTF design, and it may 











Effect of reservoir pressure (800 to 2300psig) for regeneration pressure 80psig
Figure 5.3.2 





Effect of reservoir pressure (800 to 2300psig) for regeneration pressure 120psig
Figure 5.3.4 
Effect of reservoir pressure (800 to 2200psig) for regeneration pressure 145psig
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Chapter 6 
Discussion on RTTF-Long Term Test Results 
6.0  Introduction 
In this chapter the results from the tests performed on the candle filter under room 
temperature conditions are discussed. The candle filter was subjected to continuous and 
repeated cycles of build-up and regeneration. These continuous cycles of tests have been 
termed as “Long Term Tests”.  Each test cycle was performed to study the effect of the 
regeneration parameters. The independent regeneration parameters considered in the 
study were 1) the regeneration pressure of the pulse jet, 2) the face velocity of the air 
passing through the filter depositing ash on the filter surface, and 3) the ash build-up 
time.  Initially a test was performed taking a particular set of parametric values as the 
"base" condition. Varying the value of one parameter at a time and keeping the other 
parameters constant, the other tests were performed. The "base" testing condition was 
used as the reference for comparison and to study the effect of each of the parameters. 
The “base” test upon which all other tests are compared was performed with a 
regeneration pressure of 95 psig, face velocity of 5 cm/s and a build-up time of 20 
minutes. Other tests were performed by each of the three parameters one at a time,  
(a) the regeneration pressure was varied (80 psig, 120 psig, and 145 psig),  
(b) the face velocity was varied (3 cm/s and 7 cm/s), and,  
(c) the build-up time was varied (10 min, 45 min, and 90 min).   
All these tests were performed on the same filter in order to maintain consistency. All of 
the above mentioned tests were performed using only one type of commercially available 
filter. 
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In order to study the role of different filter types, tests were performed on two 
branded filters. All the tests mentioned above were performed on the Lanxide®, a low 
permeability filter. In order to study the effect on the Pall®, a high permeability filter, 
comparative tests were performed. High face velocity (7 cm/s), longer build-up time (45 
min and 90 min) and lower regeneration pressure (80 psi) were observed to cause 
difficulties in the regeneration process in Lanxide®, the low permeability filter. So these 
conditions along with the "base' condition were selected and tests performed on both the 
filters to obtain details on how Pall®, high permeability filter regenerated in comparison 
to the low permeability filter. The testing matrices for the low (Lanxide) and high (Pall) 
permeability filters are presented in Tables 6.0.1 and 6.0.2. 
A discussion on the factors that influence the surface regeneration was presented 
in Chapter 2. The regeneration pressure, face velocity and the build-up time have been 
identified among the chief factors that influence the surface regeneration process of a 
given filter and ash. These factors were therefore chosen as the independent parameters. 
The filter type also influenced the regeneration process and hence considered as an 
independent variable. The effect of these parameters on the formation of residual ash on 
the filter surface and the regeneration efficiency was studied, by analyzing data obtained 
using extensive instrumentation of the RTTF. This data is termed as the "characteristic 
data", and this is used to infer the efficiency of the regeneration process.   A brief 
description of the independent parameters, the characteristic data and related terms used 
to describe the regeneration process, and how they relate to the RTTF testing is presented 
in this chapter.  
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The pressure drop across a clean filter is a measure of its permeability. The filters 
used in the RTTF study were subjected to tests that measure their pressure drop as a 
function of the face velocity to gain knowledge on their respective permeability. Clean air 
flowed from the chamber through the filter wall to the exhaust.  The steady state pressure 
drop was measured for different face velocities and averaged to obtain the pressure drop 
for each of the face velocities. Results obtained from these permeability tests are also 
presented in this chapter. A major portion of this chapter is devoted to discuss the results 
obtained when the filters were subjected to the long term tests under different conditions. 
The effect of each of the independent parameter on the regeneration is discussed by the 
















































































Base - Lanxide Filter 
95 5 26 20 25 Repetitive 
Regeneration 
1 
Effect of Face Velocity – Lanxide Filter 
95 3 13 20 15 Repetitive 
Regeneration 
2 
95 7 11 20 7 Stopped 
R ti
3 
Effect of Regeneration Pressure – Lanxide Filter 
80 5 17 20 24 Repetitive 
Regeneration 
4 
120 5 11 20 14 Repetitive 
Regeneration 
5 
145 5 10 20 15 Repetitive 
Regeneration 
6 
Effect of Build-up Time – Lanxide Filter 
95 5 14 10 15 Repetitive 
Regeneration 
7 
95 5 14 90 1 Stopped 
Regenerating 
9 
95 5 12 45 5 *** 8 
Table 6.0.1 


























Base Condition – Pall Filter 
95 7 19 20 15 Stopped 
Regenerating
11 
95 5 12 20 22 Repetitive 
Regeneration
10 
95 5 - 90 3 Stopped 
Regenerating
14 
Effect of Build-up Time – Pall Filter 
95 5 - 45 16 Repetitive 
Regeneration
13 
Effect of Reservoir Pressure – Pall Filter 
80 5 - 20 24 Repetitive 
Regeneration
12 
Effect of Face Velocity – Pall Filter 
Table 6.0.2 
Results from room temperature tests - Pall filter 
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6.1  Independent parameters and the dependent regeneration characteristics 
 In this section a brief discussion on the independent parameters used in this study 
is presented at first. Then the significance of the dependent characteristic data set is 
discussed with relevance to the surface regeneration process in RTTF. This is done to 
facilitate the understanding of results presented. The terms and definitions used to 
describe the various aspects of the surface regeneration process are also presented here. 
 
6.1.1 Independent parameters 
 This section explains the parameters used in the RTTF study. The three 
parameters: the regeneration pressure, face velocity of the fluidizing air stream, and the 
build-up time influences the surface regeneration process of a candle filter. The filter type 
itself imposes an additional variable, hence the filter itself was chosen as a parameter to 
be studied. 
 
1. Regeneration pressure 
Regeneration is the process by which a high-pressured reverse pulse is subjected 
on the candle filter for a very short period of time, and the regeneration pressure is the 
magnitude of this pulse, measured here in psia. A higher regeneration pulse pressure 
imparts a higher stress on the ash-cake. Cleaning efficiency is expected to increase with 
increasing the regeneration pulse pressure. A higher regeneration pressure is expected to 
dislodge the deposited ash-cake better than a relatively lower regeneration pressure. The 
regeneration pressures used in the study were (a) 80 psig, (b) 95 psig, (c) 120 psig and (d) 
145 psig. The 95 psig condition, as mentioned earlier was taken as the base condition. 
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2. Face velocity  
 The face velocity is the velocity at which the air stream mixed with ash dust 
passes the wall of the candle filter. A higher face velocity has found to result in denser, 
thicker and stronger cake formation by the ash particles collecting on the surface of the 
filter during the filtration process, while a lower face velocity results in thinner deposit 
and weaker ash cake.  A higher face velocity also causes an increased chamber pressure 
in RTTF. This results in more compaction of the ash particles and also a higher resistance 
to the regeneration pressure. The face velocities employed in the study were (a) 3 cm/s, 
(b) 5 cm/s and (c) 7cm/s.  A face velocity of 5 cm/s was taken as the base condition, and 
the effect of higher face velocity (7 cm/s) and lower face velocity (3 cm/s) were studied. 
 
3. Build-up time 
Build-up time is the time interval between successive regenerations, in effect this 
is the length of time during which the ash gets deposited on the filter before regeneration 
pulse is effected. A longer build-up time results in more ash being collected on the 
surface of the filter. The build-up time used in the study were (a) 10 min, (b) 20 min, (c) 
45 min and (d) 90 min. The 20 min build-up time condition was used as the base 
condition. 
 
4. Filter types 
The study involved comparing two different types/brands of filters. A complete 
cycle of tests was performed on the Lanxide filter (ceramic composite candle filter, PRD-
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66). The test conditions, for which, the Lanxide filter had difficulty in regenerating, were 
employed on the Pall filter (monolithic silicon carbide filter, Pall 442T). The permeability 
(as a function of pressure drop) of both the filters was also experimentally determined.  
 
6.1.2  Dependent regeneration characteristics 
The effectiveness of the regeneration process under different parametric 
conditions is characterized and modeled based on the data obtained. The different 
regeneration characteristics and their relevance are discussed in this section. 
 
1. Number of test cycles and reason for ending the long term test 
The number of testing cycles performed on the candle filter without residual ash 
accumulation is an indicator on the effectiveness of the parametric conditions. It becomes 
more relevant when associated with the criterion for ending the test cycles. The test 
cycles were ended for one of the following two reasons; (a) the filter stopped 
regenerating or (b) the filter kept repeatedly regenerating without any significant residual 
ash build-up. If the number of cycles was large and the filter was regenerating without 
any signs of increasing residual ash build-up, then the corresponding condition is 
desirable for the regeneration process. If the filter stopped regenerating after certain 
number of test cycles, then the number of cycles becomes significant. For both of the 
above mentioned cases, the more the number of cycles, the better the filter's performance. 
 
2. Increase of chamber pressure (Pc) during the build-up phase  
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During the build-up phase, the air stream with fluidized ash passes through the 
candle filter depositing ash on the candle surface. The deposited ash obstructs the pores 
on the filter. The resistance associated with the deposited ash decreases the flow rate. 
This causes the chamber pressure to increase. This increase in pressure is directly related 
to the amount of ash on the filter. During repeated cycles, if the surface regeneration 
process is efficient there will be little or no residual ash on the filter. And, the chamber 
pressure build-up between cycles will be identical or as close as possible. If the cleaning 
process is not efficient, there will be more residual ash. This residual ash on the filter 
surface will cause a semi permanent obstruction to the airflow, and as more ash is 
accumulated during build-up phase, the chamber pressure increase is relatively bigger 
than the previous cycle. With continued residual ash layer growth, the chamber pressure 
continues to increase. 
A study on chamber pressure increase should help us gauge the increase in the ash 
deposit on the filter surface. If during a long term test the chamber pressure does not 
increase with successive test cycles then it should indicate that the residual ash layer is 
not growing. On the contrary if the chamber pressure keeps increasing then it indicates 
residual ash growth or improper regeneration. It is desired that the chamber pressure does 
not increase between successive test cycles. 
 
3. Pressure difference, ∆P (Pf-Pc), between filter (Pf) and chamber(Pc) during 
regeneration  
 In the RTTF the filter pressure is maintained slightly lower than the chamber 
pressure to cause a positive flow between the chamber and the filter. A negative exhaust 
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pressure maintains the lowered filter pressure. The pressure difference across a new (i.e. 
very clean) filter is the lowest possible pressure drop, ∆PN  across the filter wall, for a 
given flow condition (i.e. face velocity).  ∆PN  is negative since the flow is from chamber 
to the filter. In RTTF the same filter is used for all the tests. After every test cycle the 
filters are cleaned manually by using high-pressure air. This may not result in filter that is 
as clean as a new filter. When this filter is subjected to flow conditions a pressure drop 
develops that is slightly higher in magnitude than the ∆PN, and this is due to some ash 
that was not removed even by the manual cleaning. This pressure drop is denoted by ∆PC, 
and is also negative.  
 During the build-up phase, the chamber pressure increases (although the pressure 
inside the filter also increases, however the chamber pressure increase is much larger) 
and increases the pressure drop ∆P (Pf-Pc). The increase in the ∆P value is a function of 
the build-up conditions. At the start of the regeneration phase the initial pressure 
difference between the filter and the chamber (∆Pinitial), is the resistance offered by the 
ash  collected on the filter, the residual ash and the flow conditions.  When the cleaning 
pulse is applied (0.3 sec), the pressure inside the filter increases and the flow occurs from 
inside the filter to the chamber. This causes the pressure difference (∆P) to increase, 














Figure 6.1.1.  
Schematic of chamber and filter pressure profiles during regeneration 
Figure 6.1.2.  



























During this period the ash collected on the filter is regenerated. Due to the short duration 
of pulse, the ∆P starts decreasing and now reaches a minimum value (∆Pmin). This ∆P-
min value is even lower than the initial pressure difference (∆Pinitial), and during this 
period the flow from chamber to the filter is expected to be the fastest. With so many ash 
particles regenerated the probability of re-entrainment is highest during this phase. Then 
the pressure difference reaches a stable final value (∆Pfinal).  The pressure profiles of the 
chamber the filter and the pressure difference during the regeneration process are 
presented in Figures 6.1.1 and 6.1.2. Study on the ∆P curve profile provides information 
about the cleaning process.  
 
a. ∆Pinitial:  
 If the magnitude of ∆Pinitial value is low then the ash and the flow conditions do 
not resist the flow as much. The cleaning pulse has to overcome the ∆Pinitial to regenerate 
and thus defines the magnitude necessary for an efficient regeneration. During repeated 
cycles of building up, the ∆Pinitial variation is a measure of resistance due to residual ash. 
If the value does not change then it can be perceived that there is little residual ash build-
up, while if it increases then it is an indicator of residual ash build-up. 
b. ∆Pfinal: 
 The ∆Pfinal value is measured after the filter has been regenerated and is now the 
pressure difference after the cleaning. This magnitude should be low if the regeneration 




 If the magnitude of the regeneration pulse is sufficient to overcome the resistance 
offered by the ash and the flow, then this value is positive large number. If the resistance 
starts to build-up this value starts to decrease and becomes a negative number when the 
filter can no longer regenerate. Hence, it is undesirable to find the ∆Pmax value becoming 
small and reducing below zero. 
d. ∆Pmin: 
The ∆Pmin, value is always found to occur during the transition from the cleaning 
pulse to the stable filtration condition. Immediately after the regeneration pulse (0.3 sec) 
the chamber is filled with the reverse pulse gas in addition to the build-up air. This causes 
a temporary pressure increase in the chamber and hence causes the ∆P value to decrease 
further. ∆Pmin is the lowest value that occurs during this transitory phase. This pressure 
drop causes a flow from chamber to filter during this phase. The flow rate is higher 
because the porosity is reduced therefore reducing the area of flow, and by continuity 
equation the velocity increases. The particles that are present around the filter have a high 
probability to be sucked back on to the filter surface due to this flow. The flow is directly 
proportional to the pressure difference. Therefore if the magnitude of ∆Pmin is large, it is 
detrimental to the regeneration process. 
e. Efficiencies: 
The efficiency of the regeneration process has been defined as (from Chapter 2); 
eaningpossibleCl Maximum
pulsecurrent  in the Cleaningη =
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Which in terms of pressure difference is, 
 
where, 
∆Pfinal = Pressure drop across the candle filter just after cleaning process 
 ∆Pinitial = Pressure drop across the candle filter just before cleaning process 
∆Pclean = Pressure drop across the candle filter with no ash 
In the long term tests the ∆Pclean value is slightly modified. In RTTF test facility, 
the same filter was used for all tests.  The filter is used after and may not be as clean as a 
new filter. In RTTF the filter was cleaned by compressed air sent from both inside and 
outside of the filter, manually. This however does not result in a filter that is as clean as a 
new filter. Therefore the pressure drop is greater in the cleaned filter. In order to 
differentiate the pressure drop in a new filter and the cleaned filter, ∆PN and ∆PC are used. 
The new efficiencies are calculated based on ∆PN and ∆PC. This is because the filters 
surface cleanliness is limited to the extent of the cleaning performed on it. Therefore two 


















If the efficiencies comes close to zero or negative, then ∆Pinitial is equal or less than 
∆Pfinal, which means the ash has not been removed from the filter surface. 
 The efficiencies 'η' do not perform satisfactorily, when a thick ash regeneration 
and thin ash regeneration are compared. The ∆Pinitial value is dependent on the ash 
thickness. If thick ash forms, then ∆P-initial is large, and if thin ash forms ∆Pinitial is 
small. All other values remaining the same, the efficiency η is high for thick ash 
compared to thin ash. This efficiency is based on the amount of ash removed and the 
resistances overcome by the regeneration pulse.  η does not indicate how clean the filter 
is after the pulse.   
A cleaning factor 'F' is introduced, to compare the how clean the filter is after the 
















The cleaning factor is a measure of how clean the filter is, and if FN/FC is equal to 1, then 
the filter is as clean as a new/cleaned filter.  Higher F value indicates that filter is not 
clean. 
 
4. Distribution of particles less than 100 microns during regeneration 
The particle sizes during regeneration are important because of their possible 
influence on the sintering of ash on the filter surface, at high temperature. In Chapter 2, 
the relationship between the larger number of smaller particles and (a) the increased 
probability of re-entrainment and (b) the faster sintering rate, was discussed.  
 In Chapter 2 it was discussed that during regeneration a period exists between the 
pulse-jet cleaning and normal filtration, during which the transient pressure inside the 
filter element is much lower than the outside of the filter element. This causes a flow 
from the outside of the filter element to the inside and this may cause a fraction of 
particles in air to re-deposit on the candle surface. Especially the smaller particles (less 
than 100µ, or even 250µ) are more prone to be re-deposited on the filter.  
 The images captured during the regeneration process are processed to get the 
particle size information. The particles are classified based on their size and a distribution 
pattern obtained.  A distribution pattern of particles less than 100µ is analyzed to arrive at 






increases the probability of re-entrainment and also increases the probability of sintering, 
at higher temperatures.  
5. The thickness of ash deposit during build-up 
  The amount of ash deposited on the filter determines the nature of regeneration, 
whether - thick, thin or partially thick-thin. The ash thickness is obtained from the images 
of the regeneration process. It is important to observe this parameter as it can also be used 
as an indicator of performance as the parameters are varied. The ash thickness has been 
categorized as thick and thin ash. A thin ash layer is less than 1-1.5mm thick, and a thick 
ash is 1.5 mm or more. 
6. The type of regeneration 
 The regeneration process can be classified based on the way the ash cake is 
removed from the filter. The regeneration can be characterized as (a) Thick ash 
Regeneration, (b) Partial Thick-Thin Ash Regeneration and (c) Thin Ash Regeneration. 
Each type of regeneration is discussed and associated images presented in Figures 
6.1.3,6.1.4 and 6.1.5 at the end of this section. 
(a) Thick ash regeneration 
  This type of regeneration occurs usually when a thick layer of ash is deposited on 
the filter surface. The regeneration is characterized by few long cracks (usually vertical) 
that initiate and form large chunks of ash cake that fall down or slide on the surface of the 
filter during the regeneration process (Figure 6.1.3). The amount of small particles that 
are less than 100 and 250µ is generally low. In good thick ash regeneration there are no 
visible ashy patches, but as the ability to regenerate lowers there are very thick residual 
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ash patches. This usually leads to a total failure of regeneration process and the filter 
system in turn. 
(b) Thin ash regeneration 
 This type of regeneration occurs usually when a thin layer of ash is deposited. The 
ash cake explodes into small and medium chunks of ash, due to the action of regeneration 
pulse. A large number of cracks form horizontally relative to the filter surface. This type 
of regeneration usually has smaller particles around the filter for a longer period of time. 
Also the ash between the cracks is not removed totally leaving some residual on the 
surface. 
(c) Partially thick-thin ash regeneration 
  In some cases although the ash cake initially cracks like a thick ash, but the 
chunks loose strength immediately and disintegrate into medium and smaller sized 
particles. This occurs usually when there is a transition from thin ash to thick ash 
regeneration, or improper thick ash build-up with low resistance. 
 The thin ash regeneration and the partially thick-thin ash regeneration usually 
have a large number of particles less than 100µ  and this causes an increased probability 

























Figure 6.1.3.a.  

























Figure 6.1.3.b.  
























Figure 6.1.4.a.  
Images of partial thick-thin ash regeneration sequence with corresponding time 

















































































7. Crack initiation time 
 The formation of cracks on the surface of the ash layer is an indicator of the start 
of the cleaning process by the back pulse. It has been observed that the crack initiation 
time does not correspond to the maximum ∆P, but it occurs slightly before ∆P reaches the 
maximum value. It is quite logical to associate the crack initiation to some threshold 
value of ∆P, and can be safely assumed that the crack will not initiate if this threshold 
pressure has not been reached.  A longer crack initiation time indicates that the strength 
of the ash cake is greater, and hence takes longer for the ∆P to build-up to reach the 
threshold condition.  Since the pulse jet period is fixed, there is an inherent time limit. 
7. Surface quality 
 The purpose of the study on regeneration is to find how effectively the process 
removes the ash on the surface. Visible observation and a high resolution imaging system 
are used in examining and recording the quality of the filter surface, immediately after 
the regeneration process. A cleaner surface indicates efficient cleaning while a 
dirty/patchy surface indicates inefficient cleaning. Large residual chunks are also 
observed in cases with partial regeneration. It is very important to take this observation 
into consideration when analyzing the overall performance of the regeneration process. 
Images of candle filters with varied degree of ash accumulation are shown in Figures 


























Clean  Filter 
Ash collection 
on ridges 
Figure 6.1.6.a.  


























Figure 6.1.6.b.  


























Figure 6.1.7.a.  


























Images of surface quality of the Pall filter.
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 The independent variables and the regeneration characteristics have been 
discussed in order to get a better understanding when interpreting the results.  
 
6.2 Effect of regeneration pressure on the regeneration process 
 The filter was subjected to long term test cycles under four different regeneration 
pressure conditions. The 95 psi regeneration pressure corresponds to the base condition. 
The face velocity was 5 cm/s and the build-up time 20 minutes. The other regeneration 
pressure conditions selected were 80 psi, 120psi and 145 psi, respectively. The effect of 
each of the pressure conditions is discussed through the regeneration characteristic 
factors discussed in section 6.1.2. With all other factors maintained the same, the 80 psi 
condition is expected to have a relatively higher difficulty to regenerate and the 145 psi 
condition is expected to have the lowest difficulty to regenerate. The results obtained are 
discussed in this section. 
 
6.2.1 Number of test cycles and reason for ending  
The reason the tests were ended was primarily due to repeated regeneration in all 
four conditions. In the case of 120 psi and 145 psi regeneration pressure conditions the 
tests were stopped after it was observed that the filter was not building up ash and the 
pressure conditions also did not vary. The filter was partially regenerating, though 
continuously for the 80 psi condition. Although some residual ash was building up on the 
ridges of the filter, repeated partial regeneration kept occurring. Therefore after 24 testing 
cycles the long term test was stopped. The 95 psi condition did not result in as much 
residual ash on the filter surface, but had some patchy residuals. This condition was 
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stopped after 25 cycles, due to repetitive regeneration. The results are part of Table 6.2.1. 













Reg. Pressure Test Status Number of cycles Stopped due to






Begin 0.7-1.4 Thin 0.1-0.1667 very clean
During 0.35 Thin 0.117-0.133 residaul ash on ridges
End 0.175 Thin 0.117-0.133 repeated partial regen.
Begin 0.7-1.05 Thin 0.1-0.13 clean
During 0.35-0.35 Thin 0.117-0.13 patchy residuals
End 0.35-0.525 Thin 0.117-0.15 more  residual
Begin 0.7-1.05 Thin 0.117-0.13 clean
During 0.35 Part Thick/Thin 0.117-0.13 mostly clean
End 0.35-1.05 Thin 0.117-0.13 mostly clean
Begin 1.05 Thin 0.117-0.13 clean
During 0.525-0.7 Thin 0.117-0.13 clean














Table 6.2.1.  
Effect of regeneration pressure 
Comparative table of regeneration characteristics  
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6.2.2 Increase of chamber pressure (Pc) during the build-up phase  
The chamber pressure increases with more ash deposition on the surface of the 
filter. The chamber pressure at the end of build-up phase is the resistance offered to the 
cleaning pulse, in addition to the resistance offered by the filter medium and the ash 
deposit. The ideal condition will be that the chamber pressure profile does not increase 
with successive tests. The observations from the tests performed at four different 
condition show that in the 80 psi and 95 psi regeneration cases, the chamber pressure 
increases with successive tests. The chamber pressure profiles of these two cases are 
shown in Figure 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. This chamber pressure profile indicates that there may 
be a residual ash build-up or improper cleaning. The chamber pressure profile (Figure 
6.2.3 and 6.2.4) for 120 psi and 145 psi do not display as much pressure increase. The 
120 psi and the 145 psi pressure conditions show favorable results as far as this 















 Effect of regeneration pressure - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  
80 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
Figure 6.2.2. 
 Effect of regeneration pressure - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  







 Effect of regeneration pressure - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  
120 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
Figure 6.2.4. 
 Effect of regeneration pressure - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  
145 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
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6.2.3  Pressure difference, ∆P (Pf-Pc), between filter (Pf) and chamber (Pc) during 
regeneration  
A study on the pressure difference (∆P) profile helps us to determine how 
effective the regeneration process was. All the important factors associated with the ∆P 
profile has been discussed in sec 6.1.2. The ∆P profiles of the long term tests performed 
to  study the effect of regeneration pressure are discussed here. The pressure difference 
profiles for 80 psi, 95 psi, 120 psi and 145 psi are shown in Figures 6.2.5 to 6.2.8. From 
the pressure profiles the ∆Pinitial, ∆Pfinal, ∆Pmax, ∆Pmin, the efficiencies and the cleaning 
factors are obtained and are also presented along with the above Figures. The 



















Figure 6.2.5.  
Effect of regeneration pressure - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 






Figure 6.2.6.  
Effect of regeneration pressure - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 






Figure 6.2.7.  
Effect of regeneration pressure - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 






Figure 6.2.8.  
Effect of regeneration pressure - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 




 It is expected that if the ∆Pinitial value is low, then the ash and flow conditions do 
not resist the flow as much. On studying the plot of ∆Pinitial values as the test cycle 
progresses, for the different parametric conditions the following observations are noted. 
The ∆Pinitial value is low for the 145 psi and the 120 psi conditions right from the 
beginning to the end. The two drops in the 120 psi condition correspond to the 5th and the 
11th cycles when it built thick ash. If these two tests are neglected from the analysis, the 
∆Pinitial values for the 120 psi and the 145 psi conditions are low. The ∆Pinitial values for 
the 80 psi and the 95 psi indicate a large pressure drop at the beginning, but the value 
becomes low as the test cycles increase. The four conditions do not show any significant 
changes among themselves when evaluated based on ∆Pinitial. 
Figure 6.2.9.  
Effect of regeneration pressure  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of initial pressure difference (∆Pinitial)  
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b. ∆Pfinal 
 The ∆Pfinal value is measured after the filter has been regenerated and is now the 
pressure difference after the cleaning. This magnitude remains low after repeated testing 
cycles if the regeneration has cleaned the filter with the same consistency. If the 
magnitude of pressure drop starts to increase then it indicates ineffective cleaning.  In the 
comparative study from the Figure 6.2.10, it is observed that in the 95 psi, 120 psi and 
145 psi conditions the pressure drop does not increase. While for the 80 psi condition the 













Figure 6.2.10.  
Effect of regeneration pressure  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  




 ∆Pmax corresponds to the maximum pressure difference and if the magnitude of 
the regeneration pulse is sufficient to overcome the resistance offered by the ash and the 
flow, then this value is positive large number. As expected the plot corresponding to the 
145 psi condition has the largest ∆P-maximum while the plot corresponding to the 80 psi 
condition has the lowest ∆P-maximum. Since all conditions kept regenerating 














Figure 6.2.11.  
Effect of regeneration pressure  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of maximum pressure difference (∆Pmax)  
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d. ∆Pmin 
The ∆Pmax values were all found to lie within the same range of values in all four 












e. Efficiency η: 
The regeneration in all the cases were tending towards thin type regeneration. The 
test cycles in some sporadic cases showed tendency towards thick type and partial thick-
thin type. These changes affect the ∆P-initial value and thus the efficiency values (ηnew 
and ηcleaned). The ηcleaned value for test 7 in the 120 psi condition is negative because of the 
value of ∆P-initial. It is difficult to arrive at the most efficient filter based on the value of 
Figure 6.2.12.  
Effect of regeneration pressure  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of minimum pressure difference (∆Pmin)  
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η alone as presented in the graphs. It is observed that the η−new values are reducing with 
more test cycles in all four cases. But the efficiencies are generally low for the 80 psi 


















Figure 6.2.13.  
Effect of regeneration pressure  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of efficiency based on ∆PC (ηC)  
Figure 6.2.14.  
Effect of regeneration pressure  
Lanxide filter - long term tests 
Comparative plot of efficiency based on ∆PN (ηN ) 
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f. Cleaning Factor F: 
The cleaning factor F is the ratio of final pressure difference to the pressure drop 
across a clean/new filter. This factor when measured with progressing test cycles show a 
measure of how much residual ash is collecting on the filter. The FN (cleaning factor 
when measured with respect to a new filter) and the FC  (cleaning factor when measured 
with respect to a cleaned filter) are plotted for all the four conditions. It is very clear from 
the plot that the factor keeps increasing for the 80 psi condition. The other three 











Figure 6.2.15.  
Effect of regeneration pressure  
Lanxide filter - long term tests 





From analyzing the pressure difference profiles it can be concluded that although 
all the four parameters seem to perform similarly in some cases, but the 80 psi condition 
shows an indication of residual ash growth. The efficiencies and cleaning factors also 








Figure 6.2.16.  
Effect of regeneration pressure  
Lanxide filter - long term tests 
Comparative plot of cleaning factor based on ∆PN (FN ) 
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6.2.4 Distribution of particles less than 100 microns during regeneration 
The particle count for size less than 100 microns, do not show much difference while 
comparing the four cases Figures 6.2.17 to 6.2.20. All the four regeneration conditions 
exhibit thin ash regeneration. The formation of thin ash and resulting thin ash failure may 
be influenced more by the build-up conditions. The particle count is significantly higher 
in all cases and this can be attributed to the thin type regeneration observed in all cases. 
 
 
Figure 6.2.17.  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  




















Figure 6.2.18.  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  
95 psi Regeneration Pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time 
Figure 6.2.19.  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  
















6.2.5 The thickness of ash deposit during build-up 
It is observed (from Table 6.2.1) that the regeneration pressure does not seem to 
influence the thickness of the ash deposit. The ash thickness was thin in all four cases. 
The build-up conditions: especially the face velocity and the build-up interval can be the 
influencing factors as far as the formation of ash on the surface more than the 




Figure 6.2.20.  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  
145 psi Regeneration Pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time 
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6.2.6 The type of regeneration 
 The type of regeneration process is dependent on the thickness of the ash deposit. 
The ash deposited on the filter surface was thin and the type of regeneration observed 
was predominantly thin type (Table 6.2.1). This type of regeneration generates a large 
amount of small particles, and is detrimental to the regeneration process overall.   
 
6.2.7 Crack initiation time 
A longer crack initiation time indicates that the ash resists the regeneration pulse 
and the pressure inside the filter builds up to a higher value to dislodge the ash cake. The 
crack initiation time is low (Table 6.2.1), and almost the same in nearly all pressure 
conditions, even with continued testing.  Therefore the resistance offered by the built up 
ash cake is not difficult to overcome in all conditions. 
 
6.2.8 Surface quality  
The surface deterioration was observed in the 80-psi regeneration condition the 
most. Although the 80 psi condition did not have a large residual ash cake forming, there 
were patchy residuals on its surface and also there was ash on the filter surface contours. 
The filter was dirty, but the ash was not thick or strong enough to prevent surface 
regeneration. The 120 psi and 145 psi conditions resulted in filters that appeared to be 
mostty clean. The surface quality, for all four conditions have been denoted in Table 
6.2.1. The filter quality imaged after every few testing cycles for all four conditions are 
















Figure 6.2.21a  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter   
Surface quality during long term test cycles 




































Figure 6.2.21b  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter   
Surface quality during long term test cycles 
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Figure 6.2.22a  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter   
Surface quality during long term test cycles 
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Figure 6.2.22b  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter   
Surface quality during long term test cycles 


























Figure 6.2.23a  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter  
Surface quality during long term test cycles 























Figure 6.2.23b  
Effect of regeneration pressure on Lanxide filter   
Surface quality during long term test cycles 
145 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time. 
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On comparison of all data obtained from all the test conditions the 120 psi and the 
145 psi conditions have resulted in regeneration process that is more desirable. The 95 psi 
condition was not as satisfactory due to the chamber pressure build-up and due to the 
formation of residual ash.   The 80 psi condition had repeated partial regeneration, which 
by itself is not desirable. 
 
6.3 Effect of face velocity on the regeneration process 
 The filter was subjected to long term test cycles under three different face velocity 
values. The 5 cm/s face velocity with 95 psi regeneration pressure and 20 minute build-
up time was the base condition. The effect of face velocity was studied by increasing (to 
7 cm/s) and decreasing (3 cm/s), the face velocity value with respect to the base 
condition.  The role of face velocity in the regeneration process was discussed in Chapter 
2 and section 6.1.2. A lower face velocity is expected to build a thinner and weaker ash, 
while a higher face velocity is expected to build a thicker and stronger ash. The results 
obtained are discussed in this section. 
 
6.3.1 Number of test cycles and reason for ending 
The 3 cm/s and 5 cm/s conditions of face velocity resulted in a regeneration 
process that displayed repetitive regeneration. Both these conditions were stopped for this 
reason after 15 and 25 cycles respectively. The 7 cm/s condition resulted in formation of 
thick ash build up, which eventually failed to regenerate, and stopped on the 7th cycle. A 
brief overview of results is presented in Table 6.3.1. Based on this observation, the 7 
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cm/s is not a desirable condition for surface regeneration. The 3 cm/s and the 5 cm/s 




`6.3.2 Increase of chamber pressure (Pc) during the build-up phase 
The chamber pressure increases with more ash deposition on the surface of the 
filter. The chamber pressure increase for successive cycles was not significant for the 3 
cm/s condition. For the 5 cm/s condition the increase was marginal especially when 
compared to the 7 cm/s condition. The 7 cm/s eventually failed to regenerate. The 
increase in residual ash can be attributed to the formation of thick ash cake due to high 
face velocity. These thick ash layers did not regenerate thoroughly and formed thick 
residual ash cake with successive cycles. In the 3 cm/s and 5 cm/s conditions the chamber 






cycles Stopped due to






Begin 0.7-1.05 Thin 0.1-0.13 clean
During 0.35-0.35 Part Thick/Thin 0.117-0.13 patchy residuals
End 0.35-0.525 Thin 0.15-0.117 some very thin patches
Begin 0.7-1.05 Thin 0.1-0.13 clean
During 0.35-0.35 Thin 0.117-0.13 patchy residuals
End 0.35-0.525 Thin 0.117-0.15 more  residual
Begin 1.75 Thick 0.2167 clean
During 1.4 Thick 0.2-0.25 clean

















 Effect of face velocity 
Comparative table of regeneration characteristics
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even during the first cycle the chamber pressure reached close to 18 psia and by the 7th 
cycle reached 19.5 psia. The graphs are shown in Figure 6.3.1, 6.3.2 and 6.3.3. 
The 3 cm/s and the 5 cm/s displayed favorable surface regeneration characteristic 












 Effect of face velocity - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  















 Effect of face velocity - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
Figure 6.3.3. 
 Effect of face velocity - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 7 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
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6.3.3 Pressure difference, ∆P (Pf-Pc), between filter (Pf) and chamber (Pc) during 
regeneration  
In this section the effectiveness of the regeneration process is discussed through 
the results obtained from the pressure difference curves. The pressure difference profiles 
for 3 cm/s, 5 cm/s and 7 cm/s are shown in Figures 6.3.4 to 6.3.6. The associated tabular 
column giving the values of ∆Pinitial, ∆Pfinal, ∆Pmax, ∆Pmin, the efficiencies and the cleaning 





























Figure 6.3.4.  
Effect of face velocity - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 
















Figure 6.3.5.  
Effect of face velocity - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 













Figure 6.3.6.  
Effect of face velocity - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 7 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time  
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a. ∆Pinitial 
 The ∆P-initial value is low and remains less than 1 psi in magnitude for the 3 cm/s 
condition. The 5 cm/s condition starts close to -2 psi and fluctuates between -2 psi and -1 
psi. The 7 cm/s starts close to -3.5 psi even in the first cycle. This can be attributed to the 
large face velocity fluidizing and depositing a lot of ash. The chamber pressure is also 
increased due to the combined effect of more flow into the chamber and more resistance 
to flow out through the filter. The initial pressure drop increases further till the 7th cycle. 
The filter did not regenerate on the 7th cycle. The increased initial pressure indicates 













Figure 6.3.7.  
Effect of face velocity  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of initial pressure difference (∆Pinitial)  
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b. ∆Pfinal 
 The ∆Pfinal value is an indicator of how effective the cleaning is after the 
regeneration. If the pressure drop is consistent then it indicates repetitive cleaning which 
results in a filter with the same amount of residual ash. A lower magnitude indicates a 
lesser residual ash. If the magnitude of pressure drop starts to increase then it indicates 
ineffective cleaning.  The 3 cm/s and 5 cm/s show consistent low values (less than 1psi 
drop). The 5 cm/s has a more pressure drop because of greater ash loading and larger 
flow rate. The 7 cm/s initially has a pressure drop of -1 psi which gradually increases to  













Figure 6.3.8.  
Effect of face velocity  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  




 Higher ∆Pmax indicates that the regeneration pulse is able to overcome the 
resistance easily. If the regeneration pulse is not sufficient to overcome the ash and flow 
resistance then the maximum pressure drop is negative. That is the pressure inside the 
filter is not sufficiently high to cause a flow from the filter to the chamber. The 3 cm/s 
and the 5 cm/s have been found to have consistent positive ∆P-max values. In the 7 cm/s 
tests the value is found to start at a low value and keeps decreasing till it becomes 







Figure 6.3.9.  
Effect of face velocity  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of maximum pressure difference (∆Pmax)  
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d. ∆Pmin 
The ∆Pmin values are significant as this has a direct relation with the re-
entrainment flow. If this magnitude is large then it means a larger pressure drop for flow 
from chamber to filter during the transient period. This value is low and consistent for the 
3 cm/s and the 5 cm/s conditions. The magnitude in the 7cm/s the value keeps increasing. 
The ∆P-minimum values seem to have a direct relation with the values of the ∆P-final 
values, which in turn is directly related with insufficient ash removal. With the flow area 
reduced the chances for higher re-entrainment velocities and flow rates are possible, 












Figure 6.3.10.  
Effect of face velocity  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of minimum pressure difference (∆Pmin)  
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e. Efficiency η: 
The regeneration in 3cm/s and the 5 cm/s were of the thin type regeneration. The 
7cm/s condition was thick type regeneration. In this method of efficiency calculation 
thick ash regeneration will have higher value because of higher initial pressure drop, 
since this efficiency is an indicator of the amount of resistance overcome. The 7cm/s 
condition builds residual ash and fails to regenerate. The corresponding test efficiency is 
negative. The ηN values are decreasing for all cases, but the ηC values are increasing for 













Figure 6.3.11.  
Effect of face velocity  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  


















f. Cleaning Factor F: 
The cleaning factor F indicates how clean the filter is with every testing cycle and 
indicates how much residual ash is collecting on the filter. The FN (cleaning factor when 
measured with respect to a new filter) and the FC (cleaning factor when measured with 
respect to a cleaned filter) are plotted for all the conditions. It is noted from the plot that 
the factor increases for the 7cm/s condition, while it is stable for the other two conditions. 
This increase indicates insufficient cleaning and increasing residual pressure drop. 
Figure 6.3.12.  
Effect of face velocity  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  




















Figure 6.3.13.  
Effect of face velocity  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of cleaning factor based on ∆PC (FC) 
Figure 6.3.14.  
Effect of face velocity  
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of cleaning factor based on ∆PN (FN)  
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6.3.4 Distribution of particles less than 100 microns during regeneration 
The particle count for size less than 100 microns for the 3 cm/s case is higher when 
compared to the other two conditions. The next highest is the 5 cm/s case followed by the 
7 cm/s condition. The amount of small particles being higher is not a desirable property. 
The larger number of particles for the 3cm/s and the 5 cm/s conditions may be attributed 
to the formation of thin ash that results in thin ash regeneration. The 7 cm/s condition 






Figure 6.3.15.  
Effect of face velocity on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  




















Figure 6.3.17.  
Effect of face velocity on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 7 cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time 
Figure 6.3.16.  
Effect of face velocity on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time
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6.3.5 The thickness of ash deposit during build-up 
The face velocity influences in the ash formation. For lower face velocities 3 cm/s 
and 5 cm/s the ash formation is thin while for the 7 cm/s condition the ash formation is 
thick. More ash is fluidized due to higher face velocity in the 7 cm/s condition, resulting 
in thicker deposition. (ref. Table 6.3.1) 
6.3.6 The type of regeneration 
 The type of regeneration is dependent on the thickness of the ash deposit. Due to 
the nature of ash deposition for the 3 cm/s and the 5 cm/s conditions, they exhibited thin 
type regeneration with ash regenerating as tiny particles. The 7 cm/s condition resulted in 
thick type regeneration, with ash regenerating as large pieces.(ref. Table 6.3.1 ) 
6.3.7 Crack initiation time 
A longer crack initiation time indicates that the ash resists the regeneration pulse 
and the pressure inside the filter builds up for a longer time to dislodge the ash cake. The 
crack initiation time is low for the 3 cm/s and the 5 cm/s condition. It is considerably 
longer for the 7 cm/s condition. The ash cake resistance is larger for this face velocity. 
6.3.8 Surface Quality:  
The 3 cm/s and the 5 cm/s condition resulted in predominantly thin ash cake and 
thin regeneration. The ash on the surface after repeated cycles of regeneration was 
observed to be thin patchy residuals. There was more residual ash in the 5 cm/s face 
velocity tests as compared to the 3 cm/s test. The 7 cm/s condition resulted in thick ash 
cakes, which after sometime became strong enough that there was thick patches that did 
not regenerate. The increasing residual ash growth is evident from increasing crack 


























Figure 6.3.18a  
Effect of face velocity on Lanxide filter  
Surface quality during long term test cycles 























Figure 6.3.18b  
Effect of face velocity on Lanxide filter  
Surface quality during long term test cycles 
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Figure 6.3.19a  
Effect of face velocity on Lanxide filter  
Surface quality during long term test cycles 
































Figure 6.3.19b  
Effect of face velocity on Lanxide filter  
Surface quality during long term test cycles 

















Figure 6.3.20a  
Effect of face velocity on Lanxide filter  
Surface quality during long term test cycles 




























Test 6, No regeneration observed when  comparing the images  
A at 0.0 sec and B at  1.5 sec 
A 
B  
Figure 6.3.20b  
Effect of face velocity on Lanxide filter   
Surface quality during long term test cycles 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 7 cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time.  
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On comparison of all data obtained from all the test conditions the 7 cm/s 
condition is not desirable as it caused the failure of regeneration process. The other two 
conditions relatively seem to be better. But they result in thin ash cake formation and thin 
ash regeneration. This type of ash formation and regeneration is associated with larger 
small particles. This is also not desirable, especially at higher temperatures when 
sintering occurs.  
 
6.3 Effect of build-up time on the regeneration process 
  Build-up time is the duration of the filtration time and the longer the build-up time 
more ash will be deposited on the candle filter. All parameters, except build-up time were 
kept a constant, i.e. the face velocity was 5 cm/s and the regeneration pressure was 95 psi. 
20 minute build-up time with 95 psi regeneration pressure and 5 cm/s face velocity was 
the base condition. The effect of build-up time was studied by choosing one shorter 
duration (10 min) and two longer build-up duration (45 min and 90 min), as the 
parameter values. All other conditions remaining the same, a shorter duration build-up 
time will not build a thicker ash when compared to a longer duration build-up time. 
 
6.4.1 Number of test cycles and reason for ending 
The 10 min and the 20 min build-up time conditions of build-up time were 
stopped after the resultant regeneration process regenerated repetitively. Both these 
conditions were stopped after 15 and 25 cycles respectively. The 45 min and the 90 min 
built thick ash. In 45 min case, the filter had thick ash regeneration for the first test. In the 
second, third and fourth tests the top portion of the filter did not regenerate, while the 
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bottom half kept regenerating. Finally in the fifth cycle it totally stopped regenerating 
totally. For the 90 min build-up time the ash build-up was thick even in its first cycle and 







6.4.2 Increase of chamber pressure (Pc) during the build-up phase 
The chamber pressure did not increase significantly for the 10 min and the 20 min 
build-up conditions. The chamber pressure build-up for successive cycles for the 45 min 
build-up condition was large. Similarly the chamber pressure built up to nearly 22 psi 
even in the first cycle for 90 min build-up time.  
 
Table 6.4.1.  
Effect of build-up time 




 Effect of build-up time - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
Figure 6.4.1 
 Effect of build-up time - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  


























 Effect of build-up time - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 45 minute build-up time 
Figure 6.4.4 
 Effect of build-up time - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 90 minute build-up time 
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6.4.3 Pressure difference, ∆P (Pf-Pc), between filter (Pf) and chamber(Pc) during 
regeneration  
The analysis of the pressure drop, ∆P, across the filter, helps to determine the 
effectiveness of the regeneration process. The ∆P profiles, of the long term tests 
performed to study the effect of build-up time are discussed here. The pressure difference 
profiles for 10 min, 20 min, 45 min and 90 min build-up time are shown in Figures 6.4.5 
to 6.4.8. In Table 6.4.1., the values of ∆Pinitial, ∆Pfinal, ∆Pmax, ∆Pmin, the efficiencies and 
the cleaning factors are presented. Then the influence of the tested parameter is discussed 






















Figure 6.4.5.  
Effect of build-up time - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 







Figure 6.4.6  
Effect of build-up time - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 













Figure 6.4.7.  
Effect of build-up time - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 













Figure 6.4.8.  
Effect of build-up time - Lanxide filter 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration and 
corresponding analysis table for 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 90 minute build-up time 
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a. ∆Pinitial 
 The ∆Pinitial value for the 10 min build-up time is about -1.2 psi which gradually 
decreases to -2.5 psi. The 20 min build-up time is maintained between -1 and -2 psi. The 
45 min build-up has larger magnitude initial pressure drop except in test 4 when it failed 
to build-up ash for reasons unknown. In the 5th test the initial pressure difference is 
greater than 4.5 psi. The filter failed to regenerate. Similarly the initial pressure 
difference is nearly 7 psi for the 90 min build-up time and the filter failed to regenerate. 
The particle loading extended over a period of time covers the filter pores and thus 












Figure 6.4.9.  
Effect of build-up time 
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of initial pressure difference (∆Pinitial)  
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b. ∆Pfinal 
 The ∆Pfinal value is an indicator of how effective the cleaning is after the 
regeneration. The ∆Pfinal  value for the 10 min and the 20 min build-up time interval is 
maintained at about  -1 psi. For the 45 minute build-up case also the value was 
maintained close to -1 psi. It is to be noted that the filter did not regenerate on the top 
portion for the 2nd, 3rd and the 4th tests this value is low.  The value for the 5th test (45 min 
build-up) and the 1st  test (90 min build-up) are very high and these were the tests in 













Figure 6.4.10.  
Effect of build-up time 
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of final pressure difference (∆Pfinal)  
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c. ∆Pmax 
 The ∆Pmax is about the same for the 10 min and the 20 min build-up are relatively 
high and consistent value indicating desirable regeneration characteristics. As expected in 
the 90 min build-up time case, the maximum pressure difference was negative since it did 
not regenerate. Similarly the value was negative in the 5th test of 45 min build-up time. 















Figure 6.4.11.  
Effect of build-up time 
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  




The ∆Pmin values are  low and consistent for the 10 min and the 20 min conditions. 
The magnitude in the 45 min condition keeps increasing. This is due to the residual ash 


















Effect of build-up time 
 Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Comparative plot of minimum pressure difference (∆Pmin)  
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e. Efficiency η: 
The ash build-up in the 10 min and the 20 min conditions were thin type. The 
efficiency for the 45 min test was high till the test in which the filter failed to regenerate. 
This is typical of thick ash formation as it has been noticed in the 7 cm/s condition. The 
efficiency was negative for the tests in which regeneration failed to occur. The efficiency 
(cleaned) was maintained near 1 for 10 min and 20 min tests, which indicate no or little 

















Figure 6.4.13.  
Effect of build-up time  
Lanxide filter - long term tests 
Comparative plot of efficiency based on ∆PC (ηC) 
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Cleaning Factor F: 
The cleaning factor F indicates how clean the filter is with every testing cycle. 
The FN (cleaning factor when measured with respect to a new filter) and the FC (cleaning 
factor when measured with respect to a cleaned filter) are plotted for all the conditions. It 
is noted from the plot that the factor increases for the 45 min condition, while it is low 
and stable for the other 10 min and 20 min conditions. This increase indicates insufficient 
cleaning and increasing residual pressure drop for the 45 min build-up. The value is very 
high (FC is close to 6.5 and FN is close to 20) for the first test with the 90 min condition, 
when the filter failed to regenerate.  
Figure 6.4.14.  
Effect of build-up time  
Lanxide filter - long term tests 




















Figure 6.4.15.  
Effect of build-up time  
Lanxide filter - long term tests 
Comparative plot of cleaning factor based on ∆PC (FC ) 
Figure 6.4.16.  
Effect of build-up time  
Lanxide filter - long term tests 
Comparative plot of cleaning factor based on ∆PN (FN ) 
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From the analysis of the pressure difference data, it is observed that the 45 min and the 90 
min conditions are not suitable for effective regeneration. 
6.4.4 Distribution of particles less than 100 microns during regeneration 
The particle count for size less than 100 microns for the 10 min build-up 
condition was the highest of all four conditions. This can be attributed to the thin ash 
formation and thin type regeneration. The 20 min build-up time also has thin type ash 
formation and regeneration, also has a lot of particles but not quite as high as the 10 min 
condition. The 45 min build-up condition has thick ash regeneration and has low particle 
count. The observation was made for only one cycle as in the next four cycles the ash did 
not regenerate in the camera's area of view. It was also not possible to observe in the 90 













Figure 6.4.17.  
Effect of build-up time on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  

























Figure 6.4.18.  
Effect of build-up time on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time 
Figure 6.4.19.  
Effect of build-up time on Lanxide filter - long term tests  
Particle count: less than 100 microns  





6.4.5 The thickness of ash deposit during build-up 
The ash thickness is a function of the build-up variables. The face velocity and the 
build-up time are two important parameters of build-up variables. It is observed that in 
shorter build-up time the ash cake is thin (in 10 min and 20 min), while in longer build-up 
time (45 min and 90 min) the ash cake is thick. (Table 6.4.1) 
  
6.4.6 The type of regeneration: 
 The ash deposited on the filter surface was thin for the 10 min and the 20 min 
build-up time cases and the resultant regeneration type was thin type regeneration. The 45 
min and the 90 min had thick type ash. the 45 min resulted in thick type regeneration. In 
both the longer build-up conditions, the filter stopped regenerating. (Table 6.4.1) 
 
6.4.7 Crack initiation Time: 
The crack initiation time is low for the 10 min and the 20 min build-up conditions. 
In both 45 min and 90 min conditions it was not possible to observe the crack initiation 
time since the filter failed to regenerate (partially as well as wholly) in the camera's 
image capturing region. The failure to regenerate is indicative of the ash cake strength 
during these conditions. (Table 6.4.1) 
 
 
Note: Particle count analysis was not performed on 45 min build-up tests - 
2,3,4 & 5 and 90 min build-up test 1, because the filter did not regenerate at 
the camera's region of view. 
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6.4.8 Surface Quality:  
The ash on the surface after repeated cycles of regeneration was observed to be 
thin patchy residuals, for the 10 min and the 20 min build-up time intervals. This can be 
attributed to the thin type regeneration occurring under these conditions. The 20 min 
condition had relatively more ash compared to the 10 min build-up time. The 45 min and 
90 min build-up time resulted in thick ash growth. The 90 min failed to regenerate and 
had a thick coating of ash on its surface. The 45 min regenerated for the first cycle 
thoroughly. But from the second cycle onwards there was thick residual ash on the top 
portions of the filter, and finally stopped regenerating. 
The 90 min and 45 min conditions are not suitable for regeneration process. They 
can be excluded based on their failure to regenerate even in the first few cycles. The 10 
min and the 20 min conditions regenerate repetitively. But they are characterized by thin 
ash cake formation and thin ash regeneration. This type of ash formation and regeneration 
is associated with larger small particles. This is also not desirable, especially at higher 































Test 6  
Filter Slightly Dirty 
Figure 6.4.20a  
Effect of build-up time on Lanxide filter   
Surface quality during long term test cycles 























Residual ash on 
ridges 
Test 12 
Residual ash on 
ridges
Figure 6.4.20b  
Effect of build-up time on Lanxide filter  
Surface quality during long term test cycles 

























typical of thin 
ash
Figure 6.4.21a  
Effect of build-up time on Lanxide filter   
Surface quality during long term test cycles 




























Figure 6.4.21b.  
Effect of build-up time on Lanxide filter  
Surface quality during long term test cycles 



























Figure 6.4.22.  
Effect of build-up time  
Surface quality during long term test cycles 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 45  min build-up time.  
NOTE:   
In tests 2,3 and 4 for the 45 min condition, the filter did not regenerate on 
top where the camera's region of view existed. In test 5, the filter did not 
regenerate totally 
 In test 1 for 90 min condition the filter did not regenerate totally. 
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6.5 Comparison of the effect of filter type - low permeability (Lanxide) vs. high 
permeability (Pall) filter. 
All the tests discussed in sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 were all performed on a 
particular type of filter (brand name: Lanxide). In order to study the effect of different 
type of filter another commercially available filter (brand name: Pall) was tested under 
similar conditions. The Pall filter was first tested for the base condition and the 7cm/s 
condition (face velocity as the variable), and results obtained were compared with the 
results from Lanxide filter. The Pall filter was found to perform better than the Lanxide 
filter. The Pall filter lasted for more tests when compared to the Lanxide filter when it 
was subjected to 7cm/s face velocity, 95 psi regeneration pressure and 20 min build-up 
time. A study to compare filters regeneration characteristics was performed. The 
permeability of both the filters was measured as a function of pressure drop across a 
clean filter for increasing clean air flowing through their walls. Also the tests in which 
Lanxide filter exhibited difficulties in regenerating or stopped regenerating were chosen 
as the tests to be compared. This was done since we had seen better performance by Pall 
filter in the 7cm/s - face velocity condition in which Lanxide filter did not perform well.  
Five tests were performed in all, on the Pall filter. The tests that were performed 
are: 
1. Face velocity of 5 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 95 psig, and a build-up time of 
20min, (Base condition) 
2. Face velocity of 7 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 95 psig, and a build-up time of 
20min, (Higher face velocity) 
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3. Face velocity of 5 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 80 psig, and a build-up time of 
20min, (Low regeneration Pressure) 
4. Face velocity of 5 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 95 psig, and a build-up time of 
45min, (Longer build-up time) 
5. Face velocity of 5 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 95 psig, and a build-up time of 
90min, (Longer build-up time) 
In this section the results from the tests performed on both the filter to get their 
pressure drop (permeability) across clean filters is first discussed. Then other surface 
regeneration characteristics are discussed. 
   
6.5.1 Pressure drop across clean filter 
The filters were tested without ash fluidization to measure the pressure drop 
across a clean filter as a function of face velocity.   Tests were performed on a clean filter 
(without any ash) to measure the pressure drop as a function of velocity.  In these tests 
the regeneration pulse was not employed, only the build-up air was used. The flow 
conditions were regulated to flow from the chamber (without fluidizing ash) through the 
filter and exhausted. The face velocity of the flow was varied from 2 cm/s to 9 cm/s and 
the pressure drop measured. The Lanxide and Pall filters were subjected to similar tests 
and results obtained. Graphs were plotted for pressure drop vs. face velocity. 
The pressure drop observed is the pressure difference between the filter and 
chamber. In the Lanxide filter the pressure drop is found to decrease linearly with 
increase in face velocity, while in the Pall filter the pressure drop is relatively small 
compared to the Lanxide filter. The measurements of permeability for the low 
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permeability filter are beyond the accuracy of the instrumentation, especially at the lower 
velocities. Pall filter reaches a maximum pressure drop of -0.12 psi at about 8.5 cm/s 
flow. This behavior indicated that the permeability of Lanxide filter is low compared to 









Figure 6.5.1.  
Pressure Drop (Pf-Pc) variation across clean Lanxide and Pall filters for varying 
face velocities. 
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6.5.2  Number of test cycles and reason for ending 
The Pall filter lasted for larger number of cycles without deterioration compared 
to the Lanxide filter. The Pall filter lasted longer  in tests in which both the filters stopped 
regenerating, especially the 7cm/s condition and the 90 min build-up time condition. In 
the 45 min build-up time condition The Lanxide filter stopped regenerating after 5 cycles 
while the Pall filter continued to regenerate even after 16 cycles. In cases where both the 
filters continued to regenerate (base condition and 80 psi regeneration cases), the Lanxide 
filter deteriorated more when compared to the Pall filter. The Pall filter performs better in 

















Table 6.5.1.  
Comparative table of regeneration characteristics, between the filters 
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6.5.3 Increase of chamber pressure (Pc) during the build-up phase 
On comparing the chamber pressure increase between Pall and Lanxide filters, the 
Pall filter reached the same magnitude of chamber pressure increase as the Lanxide filter 
in a larger number of test cycles. This indicates that the Pall filter took a longer time to 
build the same amount of residual ash or to resist the regeneration as the Lanxide filter. 
















































Figure 6.5.2.   
Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative Plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  



























Figure 6.5.3.   
Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative Plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  






























Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative Plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  






























Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative Plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  





























Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative Plot of chamber pressure increase during build-up  




6.5.4 Pressure difference, ∆P (Pf-Pc), between filter (Pf) and chamber (Pc) during 
regeneration  
A comparative study on the pressure difference curves of the two filters was 
performed. Figures 6.5.7 to 6.5.11 are the pressure difference curves obtained during 
regeneration phase of the testing. The Pall filter lasted a higher number of test cycles 
compared to the Lanxide filter, while accumulating similar residual ash measures. This is 
highlighted especially in tests where both filters stopped regenerating. The Pall filter 
lasted more number of cycles under similar testing conditions. A detailed discussion 































Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration 































Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration 

































Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration 































Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration 





























Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Comparative plot of pressure difference (∆P: Pf-Pc) change during regeneration 




For all the ∆P factors discussed in the following sub-sections, the associated plots are 
presented in the appendices A, B and C. Appendix A contains the comparative plots 
for the 80 psi regeneration pressure condition. Appendix B contains plots for the 
BASE (5cm/s) and the 7 cm/s face velocity conditions. Appendix C contains plots for 
the 45 min and the 90 min build-up conditions. 
a. ∆Pinitial  
 The ∆Pinitial value for both the Pall and Lanxide filters are about the same in nearly 
all conditions. In the 80 psi condition, the pressure drop is lower for Pall filter compared 
to Lanxide filter. In the 45 min build-up condition the Lanxide filter and Pall filter show 
similar profiles, but it should be noted that the Pall filter lasted for 16 tests without 
stopping to regenerate, while the Lanxide filter stopped regenerating in its 5th test. There 
are no significant differences in the initial pressure drop under the same build-up 
conditions. 
 
b.  ∆Pfinal 
 The ∆Pfinal value is an indicator of how effective the cleaning is after the 
regeneration. A low magnitude ∆Pfinal value indicates lesser resistance to flow, which 
means more efficient ash removal. In comparing the two filters, it should be noted that 
the Pall  filter has inherently a high permeability and low pressure drop, compared to the 
Lanxide filter. Since the permeability of the filter is a summing factor in the ∆Pfinal value, 
the results discussed should account for this also. The Pall filter, when compared to 
Lanxide filter has lower ∆P-final value in all the conditions. Also it should be considered 
that the Pall filter lasted more number of cycles, especially in the 7 cm/s face velocity, the 
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45 min build-up and the 90 min build-up conditions.  The results on a first glance indicate 
that the Pall filter is cleaner relative to the Lanxide filter. The cleaning factor (F) should 
be able to determine this better as it looks at a relative scale based on the pressure drop of 
a clean filter.  
 
c. ∆Pmax 
 The ∆Pmaxis slightly higher for the Lanxide filter in nearly all cases the 
comparative study was performed. In the 80 psi condition, the results were reversed with 
the Pall filter displaying higher ∆Pmax compared to Lanxide filter. But the value in Pall  
filter was only marginally higher. While testing the same filter with different parametric 
conditions it was observed that the easier the regeneration process was the higher the ∆P-
maximum value. It is possible the low permeability may have a direct effect on the 
pressure difference between the filter and the chamber. In this study it has been observed 
that the Pall  filter performed much better overall in terms of the number of cycles the 
filter lasts without building up residual ash.  
  
d. ∆Pmin 
The ∆Pmin values is associated with the regeneration process because of the direct 
relation ship between its magnitude and the re-entrainment velocity. If its magnitude is 
low the re-entrainment velocity is expected to be low. The magnitude of the the ∆Pmin 
values for the Pall filter is lower compared to Lanxide filter in all the tests compared. It is 
expected that Lanxide filter to have more particle re-entrained during the transient phase 
between regeneration and filtration.  
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e. Efficiency η: 
On studying the plots A5, A6, B5, B6, C5 and C6, which are the comparative 
efficiency plots for Pall and Lanxide filters, it is observed that the Pall filter has higher 
efficiencies in all test conditions. The Pall filter builds thicker ash during filtration and 
therefore has higher initial ∆P.  The Pall filter has lower final pressure difference (∆Pfinal) 
and both these factors combined causes higher efficiencies.  It is important to note that 
the efficiency is a measure of the resistance overcome by the regeneration pulse.  
 
f.  Cleaning Factor F: 
The cleaning factor when measured with respect to a new filter (FN) and the 
cleaning factor when measured with respect to a cleaned filter (FC),are plotted for all the 
conditions (refer Figures A7, A8, B7, B8, C7 and C8). The factor F is a measure of how 
clean the filter is relative to its original conditions, and is the ratio of final pressure drop 
to the pressure drop across a clean filter. Since it is measured in the form of pressure 
difference, a higher pressure difference indicates more resistance. The higher the F value 
the higher the residual ash relative its original condition.  The Pall  filter has either lower 
or equal F values compared to Lanxide filter. Even in cases where the values are equal 
the Pall  filter represents a longer number of test cycles, example 45 minute build-up 
condition: Pall  - 16 tests, continued regenerating; Lanxide - 5 tests, stopped regenerating.  





6.5.5 Distribution of particles less than 100 microns during regeneration 
The particle count observed in the following test conditions, (base, 7cm/s face 
velocity, and the 45 & 90 minute build-up) is lower for the Pall  filter compared to 
Lanxide filter. Pall filter has desirable characteristics in these conditions since more 
particle count means more probability for re-entrainment. The low particle count in Pall 
filter can be attributed to its thick ash build-up and regeneration in all these test 
conditions. 
The particle count is high and about the same in both the filters for the 80 psi 
regeneration conditions. For this particular condition the ash the regeneration type is thin 





























































Figure 6.5.12.   
Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Particle count: less than 100 microns  



















































Figure 6.5.13.   
Effect of high face velocity on Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Particle count: less than 100 microns  



























































Figure 6.5.14.   
Effect of low reg. pressure on Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Particle count: less than 100 microns  



























































Figure 6.5.15.   
Effect of build-up time on Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Particle count: less than 100 microns  






















































Figure 6.5.16.  
Effect of build-up time on Lanxide filter (plot A) vs. Pall filter (plot B) 
Particle count: less than 100 microns  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 90 min build-up time 
NOTE:   
 In test 1 for 90 min condition Lanxide filter did not regenerate totally, so 
particle count is NOT available.
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6.5.6 The thickness of ash deposit during build-up 
Pall filter builds up thicker ash compared to Lanxide filter, in general. This 
indicated that the permeability characteristics might have an influence on the ash build-
up.  
 
6.5.7 The type of regeneration 
The type of regeneration is predominantly thick type in Pall filter except for the 
80 psi regeneration condition in which the regeneration was partially thick/thin type and 
thin type regeneration. Lanxide filter exhibited thin type regeneration in the base and the 
80 psi regeneration pressure conditions. In both these conditions the flow conditions 
caused thin ash build-up. The thin type regeneration is not desirable as they leave thin 
residual layers. Both filters built thick ash for the 7 cm/s face velocity, and the 45 & 90 
minute build-up time conditions. 
 
6.5.8 Crack initiation time 
The crack initiation time is about the same for both Pall and Lanxide filters, for all 
the conditions observed.  
 
6.5.9 Surface quality:  
The surface quality deterioration rate for the Pall filter is much lower when 
compared to the Lanxide filter. The whole objective behind all the testing is to identify 
conditions for which the residual ash accumulation and surface quality deterioration rate 
is low. From this perspective the behavior of Pall filter is desirable compared to Lanxide 
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filter. The details are presented in Table 6.5.1 and also images of surface quality are 
presented in Figures 6.5.17 to 6.5.26. 
In the number of test cycles each filter lasted with similar amount of deterioration 
the Pall filter showed better performance. From Table 6.5.1 the number of test cycles 
each filter lasted gives ample evidence of this. It is more evident in the 7 cm/s face 
velocity condition, the 45 min and the 90 min build-up conditions. In these conditions the 
Pall filter lasted for longer number of cycles (without stopping to regenerate), when 
compared to Lanxide filter. The surface quality deterioration is another factor in which 
the Pall filter performed better than the Lanxide filter. Pall filter showed much lower 




































Figure 6.5.17a  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Pall filter 




























Figure 6.5.17b  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Pall filter 
























typical of thin 
ash 
Figure 6.5.18a  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Lanxide filter 



































Figure 6.5.18b  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Lanxide filter 




























Figure 6.5.19a  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Pall filter 





























Surface quality during long term test cycles - Pall filter 
















 Figure 6.5.20a  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Lanxide filter 






























Test 6, No regeneration observed when  comparing the images  
A at 0.0 sec and B at  1.5 sec 
A 
B  
Figure 6.5.20b  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Lanxide filter 






















Figure 6.5.21a  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Pall filter 





























Figure 6.5.21b  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Pall filter 


















Surface quality during long term test cycles - Lanxide filter 































Figure 6.5.22b  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Lanxide filter 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time.  



























Figure 6.5.23a  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Pall filter 




























Surface quality during long term test cycles - Pall filter 





























Figure 6.5.24.  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Lanxide filter 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 45 min build-up time.  
NOTE:   
In tests 2,3 and 4 for the 45 min condition, the filter did not regenerate on 

























Figure 6.5.25  
Surface quality during long term test cycles - Pall filter 
95 psi Regeneration Pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 90 min build up time 
NOTE: 95 psi Regeneration Pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 90 min build up time
   
1. Pall filter failed to regenerate on its 3rd test cycle.  





7.0  Introduction 
In Chapter 2, while discussing the surface regeneration process, the transient 
pressure pulse was divided into three parts: 1) zero (gauge) pressure part, 2) positive 
pressure part and 3) negative pressure part. In the first part, the pressure in the filter 
element is zero (gauge), and this corresponds to the delay time just before pulse jet is 
activated. In the second part, the reverse pulse dislodges the dust cake on the surface of 
the filter element. The third part, having a longer time period, was defined as the “interim 
process” between the pulse jet cleaning and normal filtration. During this period, the 
transient pressure inside the filter element is much lower than the outside of the filter 
element. The interim process may cause a fraction of particles removed to re-deposit on 
the candle surface. This re-deposition of the ash particles was termed as the “ash re-
entrainment”.  
While analyzing the images of the surface regeneration process, acquired during 
the “long term tests”, particle re-entrainment was observed in several tests.  Re-
entrainment of ash particles was observed more frequently in tests using the Pall filter, 
compared to tests using the  Lanxide filter.  
 
7.1 Particle tracking and velocity estimation 
 The imaging system acquires samples the regeneration process and acquires 
images every 1/60 seconds.  Since the ash particles move at high velocities, their paths 
are defined by capturing a series of images. The particle's position is captured at 
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intermediate points along its path, in successive images. When the successive image 
frames are added through a logical OR operation, the track of the particle (Figure 7.1.1) is 





















Frame 1, time = T1 Frame 2, time = T2 Logical 
Addition 
Resultant Particle Track 
Figure 7.1.1 
Representation of image addition through logical operation to obtain particle 
tracks 
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 The distance traveled and orientation of the particle is calculated from its pixel 
coordinates at successive time frames. This estimation is done, by employing simple 
coordinate geometry techniques. The particle is assumed to travel linearly between 
successive frames lines.  Particle velocity is calculated by dividing the displacement 




















Schematic of particle displacement and orientation estimation 
 
(X1, Y1, t1) 
 


















7.2 Particle re-entrainment in “long-term tests” in RTTF 
On observing particle re-entrainment, the analysis of the images was performed to 
obtain 
(a) the image of the particle tracks,  
(b)  the velocities and orientation.  
In addition, from the time information, the test conditions and the related pressure drop, 
(∆P – between the filter and the chamber), the re-entrainment was studied and correlated 
with the pulse cleaning process. As expected, all re-entrainment occurred during the 
interim process.  
  Theoretically, the pressure drop ∆P has a direct effect on the particle’s horizontal 
velocity and therefore on its overall orientation and velocity.  A large negative pressure 
drop will impart horizontal forces on the particles towards the filter. The pressure drop 
data during the re-entrainment was obtained along with the re-entrainment image, the 










7.2.1 Particle re-entrainment in the Lanxide filter  
 In this section, particle re-entrainment in the Lanxide filter is discussed. The 
images of particle re-entrainment, the pressure drop (∆P) during that regeneration, and 
the average velocities & orientation of the particle for observations made in the Lanxide 
filter are presented. The cases presented are 
(a) Lanxide filter - base condition, 3rd test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.73 sec. 
(b) Lanxide filter -base condition, 21st test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.72 sec 
(c) Lanxide filter, 80 psi regeneration pressure, 9th test cycle, images from 0.65 to 
0.75 sec 
(d) Lanxide filter, 120 psi regeneration pressure, 4th test cycle, images from 0.83 to 
0.92 sec 
(e) Lanxide filter, 120 psi regeneration pressure, 10th test cycle, images from 0.68 
to 0.72 sec 
 The particle track image and the corresponding pressure drop plot are presented 
for each of the cases. The negative pressure difference between the filter and chamber 
(∆P), during the interim process causes the re-entrainment of the particles. The maximum 
value of this negative ∆P, was defined as the minimum ∆P in Chapter 6. The values of 
minimum ∆P, and the pressure difference values at the start and end of the re-entrainment 
sequence are presented, along with the averaged velocities and orientations, as a table. 





a Lanxide filter - base condition, 3rd test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.73 sec 
 In this test, a particle is observed moving towards the filter from 0.65 sec to 0.73 
sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is observed 
to occur even before the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle is estimated to 












Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Lanxide filter,  












Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Lanxide filter, 
 base condition, 3rd test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.72 sec 
Figure 7.2.2 
Image of particle re-entrainment - Lanxide filter 
 base condition, 3rd test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.73 sec 
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b. Lanxide filter - base condition, 21st test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.72 sec 
 In this test, a particle is observed moving towards the filter from 0.65 sec to 0.72 
sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is observed 
to occur even before the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle takes a curved 
path, the velocities are estimated assuming linear trajectory between image frames. The 
particle is estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 261 mm/sec and an 










Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Lanxide filter  













Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Lanxide filter, 
base condition, 21st test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.72 sec 
Figure 7.2.4 
Image of particle re-entrainment - Lanxide filter 
base condition, 21st test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.72 sec 
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c. Lanxide filter, 80 psi regeneration pressure, 9th test cycle, images from 0.65 
to 0.75 sec 
 In this test, a particle is observed moving towards the filter from 0.65 sec to 0.75 
sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is observed 
to occur even before the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle is estimated to 










Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Lanxide filter, 













Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Lanxide filter, 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 9th test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.75 sec 
Figure 7.2.6 
Image of particle re-entrainment - Lanxide filter 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 9th test cycle, images from 0.65 to 0.75 sec 
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d. Lanxide filter, 120 psi regeneration pressure, 4th test cycle, images from 0.83 
to 0.92 sec 
 In this test, two particles are observed moving towards the filter from 0.83 sec to 
0.92 sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is 
observed to occur just before the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle in 
track 1 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 251.31 mm/sec and an 
angle of 45.71o. The particle in track 2 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a 






Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Lanxide filter  












Image of particle re-entrainment - Lanxide filter 




Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Lanxide filter, 
120 psi regeneration pressure, 4th test cycle, images from 0.83 to 0.75 sec 
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e. Lanxide filter, 120 psi regeneration pressure, 10th test cycle, images from 0.68 
to 0.72 sec 
 In this test, a particle is observed moving towards the filter from 0.68 sec to 0.72 
sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is observed 
to occur even before the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle is estimated to 






Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Lanxide filter  












Image of particle re-entrainment - Lanxide filter 
 120 psi regeneration pressure, 10th test cycle, images from 0.68 to 0.72 sec 
Table 7.2.5 
Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Lanxide filter, 
120 psi regeneration pressure, 10th test cycle, images from 0.68 to 0.72 sec 
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7.2.2 Particle re-entrainment in Pall filter  
 In this section, particle re-entrainment in Pall filter is discussed. The images of 
particle re-entrainment, the pressure drop (∆P) during that regeneration, and the average 
velocities & orientation of the particle for observations made in Pall filter are presented. 
The cases presented are 
(a) Pall filter - base condition, 1st  test cycle, images from 0.55 to 0.65 sec 
(b) Pall filter - base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 0.57 to 0.63 sec 
(c) Pall filter - base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 0.88 to 0.98 sec 
(d) Pall filter - base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 1.05 to 1.15 sec 
(e) Pall filter, 80 psi regeneration pressure, 3rd test cycle, images from 0.68 to 0.88 sec 
(f) Pall filter, 80 psi regeneration pressure, 3rd test cycle, images from 1.03 to 1.13 sec 
(g) Pall filter, 7cm/s face velocity, 1st test cycle, images from 0.85 to 0.92 sec 
(h) Pall filter, 7cm/s face velocity, 1st test cycle, images from 0.93 to 1.03 sec 
(i) Pall filter, 7cm/s face velocity, 13th test cycle, images from 0.75 to 0.87 sec 
(j) Pall filter, 90 min build-up time, 1st  test cycle, images from 0.80 to 0.88 sec 
 The image of particle track and the corresponding pressure drop plot are presented 
for each of the cases. The values of minimum ∆P, and the ∆P values at the star and end of 
the re-entrainment sequence, are presented along with the averaged velocities and 







(a) Pall filter - base condition, 1st test cycle, images from 0.55 to 0.65 sec 
 In this test, three particles are observed moving towards the filter from 0.55 sec to 
0.65 sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is 
observed to occur even before the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle in 
track 1 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 315.26 mm/sec and an 
angle of 49.99o. The particle in track 2 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a 
velocity of 339.09 mm/sec and an angle of 55.22o. The particle in track 2 is estimated to 








Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Pall filter   















Image of particle re-entrainment - Pall filter 
 base condition, , 1st test cycle, images from 0.55 to 0.65 sec 
Table 7.2.6 
Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Pall filter 







(b) Pall filter - base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 0.57 to 0.63 sec 
 In this test, a particle is observed moving towards the filter from 0.57 sec to 0.63 
sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is observed 
to occur even before the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle is estimated to 









Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Pall filter   





















Image of particle re-entrainment - Pall filter 
base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 0.57 to 0.63 sec 
Table 7.2.7 
Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Pall filter 
base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 0.57 to 0.63 sec 
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(c) Pall filter - base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 0.88 to 0.98 sec 
 In this test, three particles are observed moving towards the filter from 0.88 sec to 
0.98 sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is 
observed to occur just before the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle in 
track 1 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 227.66 mm/sec and an 
angle of 83.74o. The particle in track 2 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a 
velocity of 352.42 mm/sec and an angle of 76.56o. The particle in track 2 is estimated to 









Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Pall filter   


















Image of particle re-entrainment - Pall filter 
base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 0.88 to 0.98 sec 
Table 7.2.8 
Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Pall filter 






(d) Pall filter - base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 1.05 to 1.15 sec 
 In this test, two particles are observed moving towards the filter from 1.05 sec to 
1.15 sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is 
observed to occur just when the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle in 
track 1 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 270.31 mm/sec and an 
angle of 60.83o. The particle in track 2 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a 









Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Pall filter   

















Image of particle re-entrainment - Pall filter 
base condition, 18th test cycle, images from 1.05 to 1.15 sec 
Table 7.2.9 
Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Pall filter 





(e) Pall filter, 80 psi regeneration pressure, 3rd test cycle, images from 0.68 to 0.88 
sec 
 In this test, two particles are observed moving towards the filter from 0.68 sec to 
0.88 sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is 
observed to occur even before the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle in 
track 1 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 264.25 mm/sec and an 
angle of 75.45o. The particle in track 2 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a 








Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Pall filter   



















Image of particle re-entrainment - Pall filter 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 3rd test cycle, images from 0.68 to 0.88 sec 
Table 7.2.10 
Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Pall filter 






(f) Pall filter, 80 psi regeneration pressure, 3rd test cycle, images from 1.03 to 1.13 
sec 
 In this test, three particles are observed moving towards the filter from 1.03 sec to 
1.13 sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is 
observed to occur just when the ∆P value reaches its minimum value. The particle in 
track 1 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 208.07 mm/sec and an 
angle of 62.06o. The particles in track 2 & 3 are estimated to move towards the filter, with 
a velocity of 95.64 mm/sec and an angle of 62.77o,  and 141.90 mm/sec and an angle of 
65.24o, respectively. 
Figure 7.2.21 
Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Pall filter   


















Image of particle re-entrainment - Pall filter 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 3rd test cycle, images from 1.03 to 1.13 sec 
Table 7.2.11 
Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Pall filter 





(g) Pall filter, 7cm/s face velocity, 1st test cycle, images from 0.85 to 0.92 sec 
 In this test, three particles are observed moving towards the filter from 0.85 sec to 
0.92 sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is 
observed to occur even before ∆P reaches its minimum value. The particle in track 1 is 
estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 555.77 mm/sec and an angle of 
80.67o. The particles in track 2 & 3 are estimated to move towards the filter, with a 










Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Pall filter   






















Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Pall filter 
7cm/s face velocity, 1st test cycle, images from 0.85 to 0.92 sec 
Figure 7.2.24 
Image of particle re-entrainment - Pall filter 
7cm/s face velocity, 1st test cycle, images from 0.85 to 0.92 sec 
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(h) Pall filter, 7cm/s face velocity, 13th test cycle, images from 0.75 to 0.87 sec 
 In this test, three particles are observed moving towards the filter from 0.75 sec to 
0.87 sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is 
observed to occur even before ∆P reaches its minimum value. The particle in track 1 is 
estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 368.89 mm/sec and an angle of 
64.60o. The particles in track 2 & 3 are estimated to move towards the filter, with a 









Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Pall filter   
















Image of particle re-entrainment - Pall filter 
7cm/s face velocity, 13th test cycle, images from 0.75 to 0.87 sec 
Table 7.2.13 
Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Pall filter 





(j) Pall filter, 90 min build-up time, 1st  test cycle, images from 0.80 to 0.88 sec 
 In this test, two particles are observed moving towards the filter from 0.80 sec to 
0.88 sec. The time period corresponds to the interim process, and re-entrainment is 
observed to occur even before ∆P reaches its minimum value. The particle in track 1 is 
estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 218.60 mm/sec and an angle of 
68.50o. The particle in track 2 is estimated to move towards the filter, with a velocity of 










Pressure drop (∆P) across the filter for Pall filter   

















Image of particle re-entrainment - Pall filter 
90 min build-up time, 1st  test cycle, images from 0.80 to 0.88 sec 
Table 7.2.14 
Particle size, pressure conditions, velocities and orientations - Pall filter 





 The particle re-entrainment behavior during the interim process was observed and 
analyzed. The re-entrainment was always observed to occur between the maximum and 
minimum ∆P values in the plot of pressure difference between the filter and the chamber, 
during regeneration.  The images were processed to obtain the tracks of the particle and, 
its velocity & orientation established. However, correlation between the ∆P value and the 






The objective of this research was to develop a comprehensive understanding of 
the surface regeneration process at room temperatures, and to determine optimal 
conditions for efficient surface regeneration in the room temperature testing facility 
(RTTF). The results from the room temperature tests will be helpful in predicting, to an 
extent, the nature of results in high temperature tests. RTTF was utilized to perform tests 
on candle filter(s) to study candle filter surface regeneration.  
Among the parameters that affect the regeneration characteristics, the following -
(1) regeneration pressure, (2) face velocity of build up air, and (3) time of ash layer build-
up, were identified as the key parameters and tests performed to study the effect of each 
of these parameters. The filter type also affects the regeneration process, therefore two 
brands of filters, "Lanxide-PRD-66TM" and "Pall-442TTM", were tested and compared. 
The “base” test upon which all other tests are compared was performed with a 
regeneration pressure of 95 psig, face velocity of 5 cm/s and a build-up time of 20 
minutes.  
 
8.0.1 Effect of regeneration pressure 
The regeneration pulse pressure imparts stresses on the ash-cake and dislodges it. 
Cleaning efficiency is expected to increase with increasing the regeneration pulse 
pressure. The regeneration pressures used in the study were (a) 80 psig, (b) 95 psig, (c) 
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120 psig and (d) 145 psig. The 95 psig condition, as mentioned earlier was taken as the 
base condition. The results were discussed in section 6.3 and a comparative table (Table 
8.0.1) is used to arrive at conclusions. 
 The performance of the filter, based on regeneration pressure, is not readily 
distinguishable as in the other two parameters. The face velocity and the build-up time 
chosen always resulted in thin ash layer depositions. Failure of filter to regenerate is the 
easiest way to distinguish the performances, but in all the four pressure conditions the 
filters continued to regenerate continuously. This can be partially attributed to the build-
up conditions. All four conditions displayed thin ash build-up and regeneration. The 
particle count during regeneration was high, due to thin ash regeneration, in all four 
conditions. 
Among the four pressure values, the 80 psig condition displayed more undesirable 
characteristics.  This was especially highlighted by - repeated partial regeneration, 
relatively high and increasing cleaning factors, and relatively high deterioration of the 
filter surface quality. A stronger build-up condition could result in increased difficulty for 
the filter to regenerate. 95 psig condition displayed similar regeneration characteristics as 
80 psig, but had relatively lower surface deterioration. The cleaning factor value was low 
and constant. The 120 psig and the 145 psig pressure conditions, displayed the most 
desirable surface regeneration characteristics, among all four conditions. Surface 
deterioration was very low and the filter had thin and sparse residual ash on its surface, in 
these cases.  
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Since both 120 psig and 145 psig regeneration pressure conditions perform 
similarly, 120 psig can be preferred over 145 psig as the optimal regeneration pressure. 
The same amount of cleaning is achieved with lower energy expenditure. 
8.0.2 Effect of face velocity 
 The face velocity is the velocity at which the air stream mixed with ash dust 
passes the wall of the candle filter. Face velocity affects the density, thickness, 
compaction and strength of the ash cake. The face velocities employed in the study were 
(a) 3 cm/s, (b) 5 cm/s and (c) 7cm/s.  A face velocity of 5 cm/s was taken as the base 
condition. The results were discussed in section 6.4 and a comparative table (Table 8.0.2) 
is used to arrive at conclusions.  
The 7 cm/s condition affected the filters performance the most. The filter failed to 
regenerate on the 7th cycle, while the 3 cm/s and 5 cm/s conditions continued to 
regenerate. The chamber pressure increase was highest in the 7 cm/s condition. The 
pressure difference during the interim process was large and could have caused a lot of 
particle re-entrainment. The cleaning factor was large and kept increasing with each cycle 
for 7 cm/s condition. The crack initiation time was longest for the 7 cm/s condition and 
the filter built thick residual ash cakes.  The 7 cm/s face velocity is not desirable for 
efficient filter regeneration. 
Among the 3 cm/s and 5 cm/s face velocity conditions, there was not much 
difference in their performance. Surface deterioration was about the same for both 
conditions (after 15 cycles). Both conditions built thin ash and displayed thin ash 
regeneration. A major drawback in both these conditions was the significantly higher 
particle count, due to thin type ash deposition.  
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A face velocity of 5 cm/s can be preferred over 3 cm/s, as the optimal face 
velocity. Although they exhibit similar performances, a higher face velocity will help in 
quicker filtration with a smaller filtration system, saving time and energy.  
 
8.0.3 Effect of build-up time 
 The time interval between successive regenerations is the build-up time. A 
increase in build-up time results in more ash being collected on the surface of the filter 
and increased compaction of the ash cake. The build-up time used in the study were (a) 
10 min, (b) 20 min, (c) 45 min and (d) 90 min. The 20 min build-up time was used as the 
base condition. The results were discussed in section 6.5 and a comparative table (Table 
8.0.3) is used to arrive at conclusions.  
The filter failed to regenerate on the 5th cycle for the 45 min build-up and in the 
1st cycle for the 90 min build up conditions. As expected, a longer build-up time built 
stronger and thicker ash cakes, which caused difficulties in regeneration process. The two 
longer build-up conditions resulted in increased chamber pressures and large negative 
∆Pmin values that further deteriorate the cleaning action of the pulse jet. Their cleaning 
factors were larger and increasing. They built strong residual ash cakes that failed to 
regenerate.  The crack initiation time was long in the 45 min condition and could not be 
observed in the 90 min condition (failed to regenerate even in 1st cycle). The 45 min and 
90 min build-up time are not desirable for efficient filter regeneration. 
The 10 min and 20 min build-up times exhibited similar performances. Surface 
deterioration was about the same for both conditions (after 15 cycles). Both conditions 
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built thin ash and displayed thin ash regeneration. A major drawback in both these 
conditions was the significantly higher particle count, due to thin type regeneration.  
The 20 min build-up time imparts similar cleaning, less frequently, as compared 
to the 10 min build-up time. Therefore 20 min build-up time can be chosen as the optimal 
cleaning build-up time interval. 
 
8.0.4 Effect of filter type 
Two branded filters, "Lanxide-PRD-66TM" and "Pall-442TTM", were the filters 
compared to study the effect of filter type. The Lanxide filter was observed to be a low 
permeability filter and the Pall filter was the high permeability filter. Five comparative 
tests were performed in all. The testing conditions chosen were the ones that made the 
surface regeneration harder in Lanxide filter. The tests that were performed are: 
1. Face velocity of 5 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 95 psig, and a build-up time of 
20min, (Base condition) 
2. Face velocity of 7 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 95 psig, and a build-up time of 
20min, (Higher face velocity) 
6. Face velocity of 5 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 80 psig, and a build-up time of 
20min, (Low regeneration Pressure) 
7. Face velocity of 5 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 95 psig, and a build-up time of 
45min, (Longer build-up time) 
8. Face velocity of 5 cm/s, a reservoir pressure of 95 psig, and a build-up time of 
90min, (Longer build-up time).  
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The results were discussed in section 6.6 and a comparative table (Table 8.0.4) is used to 
arrive at conclusions.  
 
The Pall filter performed better than the Lanxide filter in all the limiting cases. 
The Pall filter lasted longer than the Lanxide filter, in conditions when both filters failed 
to regenerate - 7 cm/s face velocity and 90 min build-up time conditions. The Lanxide 
filter failed to regenerate on the 5th cycle in the 45 min build-up condition, while the Pall 
filter lasted for 16 cycles, and continued to regenerate. The values of the cleaning factors 
and ∆Pmin were consistently better in the Pall filter, compared to the Lanxide filter. The 
surface quality deterioration was lower for the Pall filter and performed better than the 
Lanxide filter. The Pall filter should be preferred to the Lanxide filter, based on the test 
results.  
The objective of this research in determining the optimal regeneration parameters 
was met. The other important results achieved through this research were, 
(i) the room temperature tests have helped in designing the high temperature tests, 
(ii) the inconsistency associated with the reservoir pressure was identified and a 
solution proposed 
(iii) the development of a particle counting/classifying program using MATLAB 







































Figure A.1.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of initial pressure difference (∆Pinitial) during regeneration 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
Figure A.2.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of final pressure difference (∆Pfinal) during regeneration 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
APPENDIX A 
Comparative plot of Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  



















Figure A.3.  
 Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of maximum pressure difference (∆Pmax) during regeneration 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
Figure A.4.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of minimum pressure difference (∆Pmin) during regeneration 












Figure A.5.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of efficiency-cleaned (ηC) during regeneration 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time
Figure A.6.  
 Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of efficiency-new (ηΝ) during regeneration 




Figure A.7.    
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of cleaning factor-cleaned (FC) during regeneration 
80 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time 
Figure A.8.  
  Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of cleaning factor-new (FN) during regeneration 











Comparative plot of Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 & 7cm/s face velocity, 20 minute build-up time
Figure B.1.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of initial pressure difference (Pinitial) during regeneration 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 & 7  cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time 
Figure B.2.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of final pressure difference (Pfinal) during regeneration 
























Figure B.3.  
 Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of maximum pressure difference (∆Pmax) during regeneration 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 & 7  cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time 
Figure B.4.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of minimum pressure difference (∆Pmin) during regeneration 
















Figure B.5.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of efficiency-cleaned (ηC) during regeneration 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 & 7  cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time 
Figure B.6.  
 Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of efficiency-new (ηΝ) during regeneration 













Figure B.7.    
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of cleaning factor-cleaned (FC) during regeneration 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 & 7  cm/s face velocity, 20 min build-up time 
Figure B.8.  
  Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of cleaning factor-new (FN) during regeneration 








Comparative plot of Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 45 & 90 min build-up time
Figure C.1.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of initial pressure difference (∆Pinitial) during regeneration 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 45 & 90 min build-up time 
Figure C.2.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of final pressure difference (∆Pfinal) during regeneration 














Figure C.3.  
 Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of maximum pressure difference (∆Pmax) during regeneration 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 45 & 90 min build-up time 
Figure C.4.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of minimum pressure difference (∆Pmin) during regeneration 






Figure C.5.   
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of efficiency-cleaned (ηC) during regeneration 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 45 & 90 min build-up time 
Figure C.6.  
 Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of efficiency-new (ηΝ) during regeneration 






Figure C.7.    
Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of cleaning factor-cleaned (FC) during regeneration 
95 psi regeneration pressure, 5 cm/s face velocity, 45 & 90 min build-up time 
Figure C.8.  
  Lanxide filter vs. Pall filter  
Comparative plot of cleaning factor-new (FN) during regeneration 
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